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ABSTRACT 

Ideas Exchange: Design and the Post bio-tech-body 

Agatha Haines 

 This thesis situates speculative design as a valuable tool for thinking about 

design issues and the body. Bringing together historical, theoretical criticism and 

practice to show that speculative design is intimately linked with the body. 

 The thesisÕ arguments build on the basis that both the body and design have 

gone through a processes of anatomisation: they have been dissected, separated and 

segmented into parts and terms. Those parts and terms are then ordered in a fashion 

which may not necessarily be advantageous intra-disciplinarily, that is for collaborations 

and discussions within a discipline. A different anatomisation is proposed for more 

contemporary models of design where the frequent use of relative points of reference is 

evident, in particular in respect to speculative design. This model in which speculative 

design is considered as adjunct allows designers to more freely share resources with 

other disciplines at their converging membranes and through doing so that design itself 

in these new iterations may be considered a useful investigative instrument for 

exchanging ideas.  

 Taking a Ôresearch through designÕ approach, the text is informed by a portfolio 

of practice-based works that reveal the complex continuing relationship between design 

and the body. The eight original design works made for this thesis present body 

imaginaries influenced by technological change. The methods used to create the design 

outputs involved collaborative research and residencies which ultimately advocates the 

refinement of particular communicative tactics in speculative design. These tactics are 

outlined as a way to develop a sensibility for myself and those wishing to engage with 

the current zeitgeist of models of the body and design that may eventually be useful in 

fostering an ongoing exchange between them so that new forms may evolve in both 

body and design criticism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Elevator pitch 
The body and design, an asymmetrical intimate relationship of relativities: the body and 

design have been influential in each otherÕs modelling. The body being more fixed than 

design - with biotech the license has been given to designers and others to see the body 

as a malleable platform. Now that the relationship is more symmetrical, design acquires 

some intellectual autonomy, tactics and liberation to become an instrument of knowing 

the body. 

 

fig.1: Photograph of interactive model of human jaw at Peninsula Dental School 

1.1. Things for thinking, a preamble 
 ÒWhy isnÕt it slimy?Ó This question was raised upon being presented with a 

silicone and resin interactive model of a human jaw (fig.1), during a visit with my 1

supervisory team to the Plymouth Peninsula dental schoolÕs simulation laboratory. The 

lab contains high tech equipment and is notable for its dental teaching aids, yet an idea 

 The model of the jaw contained metal inserts so when injected in the wrong place it would complete a 1

circuit that triggered a red LED to light up and play a sound recording of someone saying ÒouchÓ.

   1
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which was perplexing was that the tools, chemicals and surrounding ephemera designed 

for teaching a subject well known for being situated in a wet and slimy environment 

were surprisingly dry. From a traditional design perspective, this may be described as a 

design problem (Goel and Pirolli, 1992). As analysis would show, it seems to be a 2

challenge for students to learn to transfer skills from the dry environment within the lab 

to a wet environment in the mouth. In the dental practice a large quantity of design 

solutions to this problem are visible, many of which introduce a number of other tools 

that can make the patient's mouth dryer (fig.2), and therefore more similar to the 

learning environment of the phantom mouth. Slime in this case could be considered a 3

design intervention to deal with the gap between the learning environment and working 

environment. Alternatively, a redesign of all the dry dental tools would allow the 

students to learn in an environment that resembles more closely that which they will 

later be working in. During this visit a vast range of solutions, ideas and speculations 

were being discussed. The dryness of the phantom heads, the Dremel ends, and the 

orthodontic tools were not necessarily the most significant focus of enquiry that arose 

from this interaction. 

 

fig.2: Photograph of rubber dam in use with patient at Peninsula Dental School 

visit to observe practice 

 Analysis being the Òexploration and decomposition of the problemÓ (Goel and Pirolli, 1992, p.397). In 2

this case analysis occurred through discussion with the lab technician and tutors who experienced this 
problem on a daily basis while training students.

 For example, the rubber dam (fig.2), which in R.H MoppittÕs (1884) patent for a rubber dam holder is an 3

Òarticle used by dentists to protect the tooth from moisture while being filledÓ isolating a tooth creates a 
barrier between the tooth that is being worked on and the rest of the mouth, preventing saliva from 
interfering with a procedure. 

 2



 

fig.3: Screen shot from a Skype meeting with Marcel de Jeu and Jos van der Geest 

 A year later I found myself on a fascinating Skype call with Marcel de Jeu and 

Jos van der Geest as part of the research for a Bio Art and Design Awards collaboration 4

for a project called Drones with Desires (appendix: Portfolio). While we were 

exchanging details on the focus of our respective research interests, Dr. Jeu lifted up a 

clean white bucket towards the webcam and much to my surprise pulled out a 

plastinated face specimen (fig.3, face is blurred in respect). One month after this 5

exchange I was sitting next to him at Erasmus neuroscience department in Rotterdam 

holding the face in my hands. It was beautiful, horrific, tragic, frightening, absurd but 

most of all it was disconcertingly slimy. While Dr. Jeu described to me the reasons for 

the oily surface, I found myself amongst another group of renowned researchers talking 

about whether or not something should be slimy. In the case of this artefact slime was 

also a design problem. Analysis during this engagement with the researchers again 

would show that Erasmus virtuously takes care of its human specimens in the laboratory 

in an incredibly respectful fashion. The face in my hands once belonged to someone 

who graciously donated their body in the name of furthering scientific research. It was 

an honour to even be allowed to hold it and it suddenly seemed disrespectful to consider 

 A yearly award which facilitates and funds art and design collaborations. Artists and designers apply to 4

work on projects with renowned Dutch science research institutions and groups. The work results in a 
combined research project and exhibitable outcome that was shown at MU gallery Eindhoven (Bio Art & 
Design Award, 2020).

 A process through which fluids are extracted from biological specimens and infused with resin.5
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this artefact grotesque. In this case it was not the absence of slime but rather the 

presence of slime that was the design problem. In this case the slime was a reminder 

that this face once belonged to a real person. This is certainly an important trait to be 

aware of, but also according to the plastination lab coordinator at Erasmus can be a 

psychologically challenging notion, which can be problematic when sharing ideas about 

the body, particularly in a pedagogical setting. 

 After being presented with these artefacts some considerations came to light. 

Firstly, the artefacts were both designed; they represent plans or structures of parts of 

the body that create mental models to communicate the body and its functions. In other 6

words, they reveal evidence of ways in which design intervenes in how the body is 

received. Secondly, that the artefacts being used to share mental models of the body for 

reference were not necessarily complementary to the purposes of describing the living 

human body, particularly in ways that directed engagement as it was intended. Thirdly, 

and perhaps most significantly, was the reason why I was being directed towards these 

two artefacts. The collaborators, who were not from a design discipline, had selected 

these specific artefacts to show me, a visiting designer. Why they had chosen them was 

perhaps not clear to either myself or even them at the time but has become more salient 

throughout the research for this thesis. I initially considered that these artefacts were 

compelling because they highlighted design problems or that they were unusual 

aesthetic items which may be of interest to a designer, someone who deals with 

aesthetics, but I believe these reasons were not solely the case. The artefacts were 

brought out as things for thinking, in both cases the artefacts became the conduit for 

sharing ideas, and specifying or shaping those ideas. They were selected by the 

researchers in a way that structured the direction of the conversation towards their 

concerns or interests. In other words, the ideas shared came from the unintentional 

design of an exchange. Without these artefacts the discussions would not have occurred 

in the fashion in which they did, and we may not have been able to otherwise verbally 

induce what we experienced in those moments. 

 These artefacts so profoundly influenced the exchange between those present 

that the ideas discussed oozed into my thought processes in a way that is now in 

hindsight abundantly clear in my portfolio of design work included in this thesis. These 

 Description in 1.4. Locution section.6
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moments, focused predominantly around research artefacts, left an imprint on the way I 

think, ultimately resulting in a change in how I tackle doing Ôdesignerly thingsÕ. This 

was not learning, being the acquisition of knowledge or skills, it was an ideas exchange: 

the sharing or communication of thoughts to bequeath an enduring cognitive trace. I use 

the word bequeath because the trace is left after the fact, and as these ideas were gifted 

to me often altruistically without considerable expectation of return. The traces are a 

series of thoughts which eventually might be a trigger for what Denham and Punt 

(2017, p.2) describe as cognitive innovation: the Òexplicit generation of something that 

measurably extends the knowledge and/or behaviours of others.Ó The subsequent words 

in this thesis are an exploration of how the current practices of design might be involved 

in intentionally facilitating these exchanges particularly in relation to the body. 

 The sincerity of these scenarios taking place as research based at large 

institutions, with groups mainly made up of individuals, who in the past had not had the 

opportunity to have exchanges such as these, in itself highlighted that there is change in 

research focus, how we conduct research and how we reflect on research. According to 

Blassnigg and Punt (2013), this ideas exchange is evident of transdisciplinary research. 

Through the coming together of various disciplines,  

a key aim of transdisciplinarity is to facilitate emergent insight, knowledge and interaction that 

could not have been foreseen or designed in anticipation of a specific outcome or solution to a 

problem. (Blassnigg and Punt, 2013, p.3) 

In hindsight the question, Òwhy isnÕt it slimy?Ó exposed by a designer making a critical 

intervention in the context of a dental laboratory brought to light converging 

disciplinary paradigm shifts that have been developing since the sixteenth century to 

current times. Shifts that are not new abrupt ruptures but rather have a history of 

development and resurfacing. They are not the result of a singular specific trigger but 

rather they are fluid shifts in focus or attention due to the changing landscape of 

research. In recent times, two shifts in studies of the body and studies of design have 

made contact in a way that impacts how both the body and design are currently mentally 

modelled and therefore understood. The new collective mental models being the bio-

tech-body and speculative design. 

   5
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1.2. Design and the Body in Conversation 
 This thesis is based on the idea that a contemporary collective model of design, 

that being speculative design, is intimately linked with the body. This is because it is an 

aspect of design that is concerned with the psychological and physiological affects 

associated with the cognitive processes of imagination that reside in the body. To set up 

this connection this thesis creates links between design and the body in the way they 

have been dealt with as subjects of study, and in the way they are understood in mental 

models. It also distinguishes ways that speculative design may use tactics to facilitate 

the relationship between the body and design. 

1.2.1. Thesis Outline 

  The paradigm shifts in question are occurring between models of the 

body and models of design created through the study of these topics. These 

shifts have happened asymmetrically as the study in methods of design is 

relatively young comparatively (Cross, 1993) to the study of the body. The 

shifts reveal a move from static models towards models that are provisional, 

intangible and speculative. These models of the body and of design have in 

recent times converged, putting the body and design in ever intimate dialogue 

with one another. This thesis describes the convergence between the new 

models of design and the body, and encourages designerly ways to engage with 

this convergence. 

  The thesis begins with an outline of a large event based design work 

created by the author titled The Anatomy Lesson: Dissecting Medical Futures 

(The Anatomy Lesson) (appendix: Portfolio). This section is an opportunity to 

explore one of the portfolio works, its influences, and contextualisation in fine 

detail as a case study. The case study is a description of the work specifically as 

it was presented at the Waag Society in 2016. This chapter describes the main 

insights gained from the production of the work which led to the subsequent 

parts of this thesis. Of all the portfolio works, this one is featured because it best 

embodies arguments in the text and is intermittently returned to as a reference. 

The Anatomy Lesson sets the scene for the thesis, describing this project as a 

case study example for a type of design work that is concerned with the creation 
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of models of the body and leads to a review of past visions to future imaginings 

of the human body within anatomical study. 

  Chapter 3 (Body) and Chapter 4 (Design) will talk about ideas exchange 

occurring through the generation of mental models. The models being 

allegorical representations of the body and design which are created to share 

thoughts in order to comprehend these complex topics. Chapter 3 (Body) 

describes the shifts in creation, establishment and advancing models of the body 

in anatomy through the lens of design, correlating body modelling to a design 

process. This situates the model of the body as a design outcome. This chapter 

also explores these three shifts through examples of an enduring body model 

across moments in history starting from the work of famous anatomist Vesalius 

(1543) and exploring the moments that led to a change towards an increasingly 

dynamic model of the body which has become of interest to designers; the bio-

tech-body. This model arose particularly from use of the body as a site for 

biotechnological research. The bio-tech-body is a currently shifting paradigm 

that brings the body and design in convalescence with a different relation than 

before. The body and design used to share references that were fixed and 

unchanging which, although reductionist, a static body has been an 

advantageous reference for design in many ways. Particularly in the 

industrialisation of design products. The model of the body is no longer just a 

reference but a material for design. 

  Chapter 4 (Design) draws a link between the shifts in anatomisation of 

the body and in anatomisation of design. This chapter considers how and why 

design has been anatomised and somewhat mirrors the longer form shifts in 

anatomical study of the body. New movements in design, particularly 

Òspeculative designÓ (Dunne and Raby, 2013), show that the concerns of design 

are changing and it intends to be more involved in its own modelling. Like the 

body, the models of design currently being constructed are more dynamic. The 

converging paradigm shifts in the models of the body and models of design 

have led to designers more frequently creating work concerning the complex 

future of the bio-tech-body or post bio-tech-body model state. This chapter will 

propose that if the characteristics associated with forms of design such as 

   7
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speculative design are considered anatomically adjunct to design, this will allow 

designers to have licence to tackle complex problems that may have previously 

not been considered design territory. The adjunct speculative design converses 

with other disciplines through being concerned with ÔtrajectoriesÕ and through 

Ôopening up.Õ 

  Now new models of the body and design are in the process of being 

cemented as paradigms, Chapter 5 (Body - Design) considers strategies for 

designers in communicating or engaging with the nascent body. This is in 

relation to four tactics which are considerably used in my own practice: 

comedy, irony, disgust and horror. These tactics show the hybrid nature of the 

adjunct speculative design described in Chapter 4 (Design), as its porous 

membranes allow reference from other disciplines to enter. This chapter aims to 

facilitate the use of these tactics through taking ownership of the terms in order 

to support a more designerly language and in turn Designerly Ways of Knowing 

(Cross, 1982). Or in the case of this thesis, more speculative designerly ways of 

knowing, with the overarching aim being in support of designÕs intellectual 

autonomy as an instrument of knowing. This is in order to find nuances in the 

designerÕs voice which may better communicate the challenges of bodily 

possibilities. 

1.3. Methods 
 The foundations of this practice based research grew from insights gained as 

part of a collaborative PhD research group studying creativity and cognition called 

CogNovo (Cognovo, n.d.) as well as Transtechnology research (Transtechnology 

Research, n.d.). These groups were unusual in that they are research platforms for 

sharing ideas, approaches and working processes across disciplinary boundaries by 

promoting a transdisciplinary methodology. The understanding of ideas exchange in the 

face of rigid disciplinary boundaries has been greatly influenced by the collaborative 

efforts of these groups as well as external collaborators which are named in the 

portfolio. As a result, the production of the works in the portfolio and text come from a 

mixture of references aiming to reflect back on design processes in a way that I hope 

may have a lasting effect.  
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[Transdisciplinarity] leads to a re-evaluation of disciplinary tools and concerns through interactive 

reflection and knowledge exchange, which can lead to transformative long-term impact on the 

development of disciplinary practice. (Blassnigg and Punt, 2013, p.3) 

The purpose of this transdisciplinary approach is to re-evaluate the models of the body 

through the lens of design and to re-evaluate how the models of design might better 

engage with models of the body. As Blassnigg and Punt (2013) say above Òto create 

transformative long-term impactÓ on how these disciplines function in dialogue with 

one another. In speculative design one result of reconsidering the designerÕs approach is 

a move away from solution driven design work towards a reflective form of design, in 7

which designers become Reflective Practitioners (Schšn, 1983). The type of work 

created holds a mirror to problems of the present but it does so through design 

judgements (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012, p.139-159). Judgements which often mostly 

occur in the grain of the making process. Positioning the new models of design 

anatomically in relation to other disciplines as well as intra-disciplinarily to design has 

proven a challenge to articulate amongst designers (Primer Conference, 2017). 8

Regardless, designers have been successful at engaging audiences and collaborators 

external to design and sharing these new models across the different organs of design. 

The work seems to enrich models of design when transdisciplinarity is a core of the 

research process both external to and within the design discipline. 

 This thesis sits between a traditional practice-based PhD in the form of a body 

of physical work and a traditional theory-based PhD in the form of an extended critical 

textual work. The reason that this research sits between these forms may become clearer 

as the argument unfolds. This is predominantly due to the fact that transdisciplinary 

work does not always fit comfortably in the standard formats of one disciplinary or 

methodological camp. I review the making of one of the portfolio works in more detail 

in a case study but this hybrid format also allows a more thorough review of the critical 

context in which multiple works reside without the research being solely focused on one 

piece. This will allow me to make statements about this type of practice wholly rather 

than in relation to a single specific project. 

 This is instead to draw focus rather than to separate these forms.7

 This problem was a topic of discussion at Primer conference (2017) in which people working with 8

speculative design came together to share work and discuss the topics and concerns of speculative design. 
What was learnt from the discussion was that many designers had their own individual lexicon when it 
came to this form of design.
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 The making involved in the thesis has led to a number of extensive physical 

outputs which share a visual language and purpose. The portfolio attached in the annex 

shows work made using a Òresearch through designÓ approach (Frayling, 1993, p.5). 

The entirety of the work in the portfolio was created during the research for the thesis 

and insights gained through the process of its making are responsible for the content of 

this text. All works included in the portfolio look at the propensity for design to 

reevaluate the nature of the material of the body in the face of nascent biomedical and 

healthcare technologies. Portfolio images will be referenced in the text as fig.folio. All 

works have been exhibited to the public in some format (elaborated on in the portfolio 

descriptions) and most have been supervised not only by my PhD supervisory team but 

also by external collaborators and institutions also to be outlined in the text and 

portfolio. The works in the portfolio build a model of design as it is described in the 

text, one that is dynamic through its provisional, intangible and speculative qualities. 

The text is not only a justification of the making but also positions this type of design 

work as an investigative tool to support the elements of the making that were 

particularly successful for ideas exchange. The review of the critical context of the work 

is in order to encourage these forms of design to continue to be shaped and developed 

upon. Any other works created by the author that are discussed but were not made as 

part of this research will be distributed throughout the text and listed in the above 

figures section. 

 Many of the practice-based design references outlined in this thesis do not 

solely originate from the design field. Many are from practitioners who are considered 

external to speculative design or that self-identify as external. Many of these 

practitioners still engage with speculative design in a variety of different ways. Methods 

found in speculative design are touched on in different design specialisms as well as in 

the arts and beyond. The works of those considered external are not referenced as a 

means to pull these practitioners unwillingly under the umbrella of speculative design. 

They are referenced firstly, because they show that the forms of design discussed in this 

thesis exist at the fringes of design practice and in many ways overlap with other 

disciplinary methods and outputs. Secondly, they offer important insights to this 

conversation and are those from which speculative design can learn and develop. 

Thirdly, the mixture of references supports a critical contribution of this thesis; that 
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speculative design and forms of design that share its traits and flavours are adjunct to 

design. Therefore the characteristics of speculative design may reach its tendrils across 

design and into other disciplinary territories.  

 Like the artefacts described from Penninsula Dental School and Erasmus 

neuroscience department the designed, artefacts both in the portfolio in the appendix 

and the referenced physical works of others will be described as things for thinking. In 

that they facilitate ideas exchange about models of the body as implicated by nascent 

biotechnological research and external stressors which may corrupt the body. This is 

provoked particularly through tactics of comedy, irony, disgust and horror described in 

detail in Chapter 5 (Body - Design). Significant moments of ideas exchange which have 

come directly from insights gained whilst partaking in practice based research are 

highlighted by a black thin line placed alongside the left of the text, to make these 

exchanges visible. Most of these insights occurred during the research for or making of 

the projects in the portfolio attached to this thesis. In many cases they outline subjective 

experiences supported by reference material that have sifted ideas to the forefront and in 

turn influenced the ideas in the thesis. This is to support that ideas exchange is not 

something that happens solely in the outcomes of the work but rather that ideas 

exchange can occur at other times. These lines show ideas exchange that led to 

particular personal realisations that shifted my own mental models of design. 

 Details of the making process, the audience and evaluation process are 

distributed throughout this thesis and are not separated into their own sections (and 

occasionally are revisited where it is important to restate them). The learning process 

and eclectic nature of ideas exchange is integrated to involve the reader more in the 

participatory aspects of the work. The layout is reflective of the coming together of 

ideas in the way that Nelson and Stolterman (2013, p.139-159) describe as Òdesign 

judgementsÓ. 

1.3.1. Making Process 

 The general assumption is that making in design involves the crafting of 

materials (as outlined in Chapter 5). However, in addition this thesis includes a 

reconceptualisation of the materials available to designers: that is what the idea of 

materials can mean for a designer. As Nelson and Stolterman (2013) put it materials are 
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Òwhat a designer brings together using structural connections or compositional 

relationshipsÓ. They are Ònot limited to physical materialsÓ (ibid.) but are also inclusive 

of abstract materials such as Òmaterial used in the composition of a process, or a 

symbol, or system, such as a number, essence and nature. It applies to people as social, 

cultural, and spiritual materialÓ (ibid.). The process of making the work in the portfolio 

therefore is not explicitly outlined as interactions with the physical materials of 

production used to construct the objects. Rather it is revealed through the practice that 

the work of the thesis is to gain clarity over a number of research issues which 

demanded quite different modes of practice and research reporting. The process of 

making the work in the portfolio involved the Ôbringing togetherÕ of physical and 

abstract materials, this did not only involve sculpting, painting, casting but also 

theoretical research, visits and residencies, and collaborative efforts. 

 It may seem surprising that there is little description in the text regarding the 

construction of physical materials, considering that the objects made during this 

research were so challenging, time consuming and considered in their making to 

achieve the results visible in the portfolio. As well as that the objects are often the initial 

means of exposure for many experiencing the ideas I am trying to exchange and the 

making is an important means of shaping those exchanges (as described through tactics 

in Chapter 5). That being said, some indication of the making process that involved the 

crafting of physical materials is described in the case study and elements regarding the 

aesthetics of the work are scattered throughout the text. The crafting of materials is also 

visible in the portfolio which includes some work in progress imagery for example, 

fig.folio16 a slice of materials to test silicone shore hardness, fig.folio21 a work bench 

image depicting the sculpting of half a face with Plastiline, fig.folio39 a diffusion tensor 

brain scan being conducted, fig.folio40 collaborators coding an artificial neural network, 

fig.folio54, 55, 56 renders made to visualise physical models prior to sculpting. The 

reason for this omission was that a focus on the technicalities of the physical making 

distracted from the core driver of the thesis, that any speculative design process is 

linked to the conceptualisation of the body through materials. Making this case now sets 

a framework to better practise the practice. Meaning that elements of physical 

production can later be more finely interrogated on these grounds. 
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1.3.2. Audience 

 Issues of audience are also distributed throughout the thesis since an essential 

aspect of the research is the collaborative process with participants and publics. The 

main insight of the discussion on audiences being that designers are unable to wholly 

design the reception of ideas exchange as this happens in the mind of the audience. 

Audiences are described here not as passive attendees or observers to (for example) 

exhibition events but rather active ÒpublicsÓ (DiSalvo, 2009). ÒPublics are not a priori 

existing massesÓ (ibid.) they are built of individuals gravitating towards particular 

issues. This thesis touches on diversity in publics built through their ÒtasteÓ, Òattitudes", 

and ÒbackgroundsÓ. It describes members of these publics and how they play a part in 

the making process described in 1.3.1. Making Process. For example, Òproactive idiocyÓ 

(Michael, 2012) (Chapter 4) which overspills engagement events, offering interactions 

and insights which seem anarchistic but go beyond expectations of audience interactions 

and are therefore offering far more valuable reflections on the work. This thesis also 

describes collaborators as insightful members of publics who bequeath and receive 

ideas and the transdisciplinarity that results from collaborations which may help 

ÒreevaluateÓ (Blassnigg and Punt, 2013) disciplinary beliefs and processes. The thesis 

also describes instances in which collaborative publics ÒreaffirmedÓ (Briazu, 2017) 

beliefs and processes, which may have not been the intended response. This is outlined 

through individual collaboratorÕs responses to ideas and reflections on the 

collaborations (for example VelthovenÕs insights on making the Anatomy Lesson, and 

BriazuÕs paper referring to our collaboration) as well as group responses observed 

through talks (for example, laughter responses of audiences recoded during talks). The 

thesis also involves objects and materials of the body as collaborating members of 

publics, Òworking with materialsÓ which Òtalk backÓ (Schšn, 1983). For example, in the 

case of tactics Òtop-downÓ and Òbottom-upÓ guttural sensations may cause a trigger of 

ideas. In the case of disgust, a bottom-up response may be an immediate feeling of 

disgust proprioceptively in the gut leading to a reconsideration in someoneÕs thoughts. 

 A fundamental aspect of the thesis in relation to audiences is the reception of 

ideas exchange as a means of creating mental models. Mental models are designed 

through the collaborative nature of ideas exchange and may be shaped by Òopening up,Ó 

which is drawing attention to Òoften implicit assumptionsÓ (Calvert and Schyfter, 2017). 
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The thesis also describes how publics are involved in mental model making, building 

ideas of their own influenced by taste, attitudes and backgrounds. As well as how design 

might guide the sfumato of tactics, the fusing of various means of making to shape how 

an ideas exchange occurs.  

 Further work on audiences which are mentioned but not fully explored in this 

thesis are concrete actionable means (beyond expanding where the work is presented, 

shown and gaining further collaborating members) for how audiences may expand to 

involve Ôunderrepresented publicsÕ which would offer valuable insights. This thesis also 

posits that model making happens through the exchange of ideas leaving cognitive 

traces. Another element for further exploration is the nature of how these ideas are 

exchanged cognitively. This thesis focuses on how these exchanges may be designed 

and includes references for how design may learn from how other disciplines actively 

take part in this, but does not include how that takes place influenced by neuroscientific 

understanding of the brain for example. 

1.3.3. Evaluation Process 

 This thesis takes a particular approach to evaluation. It may be impediment to 

the type of thinking associated with the models of design described to follow forms of 

data collections often traditionally expected of design, for example user experience 

research. This is not to suggest that data collection is not valid, just that data collection 

happens in different ways, or may need reevaluation to suit these design models. This is 

outlined in this thesis in the description of shifting forms of design from static to 

dynamic methods, specifically speculative design becoming increasingly provisional, 

intangible and speculative. The explanation of this paradigm shift sets the idea that 

speculative design is not audience driven or process driven but instead is a contingent 

response. The making reflects changing contexts, environments and beliefs, it is a 

response to radically changing ideas, in this case of the body. Those changes may even 

occur during events. This calls on Cross (1993) who suggests that many methods in 

design (particularly those involving routinised protocols) have been taken from science 

and that design needs to be more cognisant of borrowing language from other 

disciplines and instead should create a more Òdesignerly languageÓ. I also want to 

encourage a Òspeculative designerly languageÓ in which speculative designers refine 

their language and shape how evaluation is conducted in a way that supports its 
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methods. This is so speculative designers do not start mirroring evaluation methods 

from social sciences for example, but to consider what forms of evaluation might best 

suit this model of design. 

 Comparisons between design and other disciplines is a form of evaluation. This 

is a means of reflecting of design practice through an alternate lens. A large claim of this 

thesis is that speculative design may facilitate ideas exchange, and can reform mental 

models. Although, as described in the text, the ideas exchange is challenging to capture 

in a number of ways. Firstly, that ideas exchange may happen at a number of points, for 

example during conception of an idea, in seeing a design object, in reflecting on it 

minutes, hours or even years later. The change in mental models may also have long 

trajectories, for example like the fork changing the form of the teeth, as described in 

Chapter 5, ideas may take time to permeate. Secondly, the capturing of mental change 

has been seen in psychology, neuroscience and behaviourism. Although after learning 

from my collaborators (Francis et al, 2017) that the collection of data can be a 

representation of change, this may mask levels of subjectivity and emotional response 

rather than wholly capture it. Therefore my process of evaluation freely acknowledges 

individual reactions from responses and audiences through dialogue. Described in the 

case study and through audience reactions in the ÒoverspillingÓ  (Michael, 2003) of 

public engagement events. Finally it has been made clear in the investigation into 

anatomisation in Chapter 3 that a measure can stand in the way of an object of study. As 

described in Chapter 3 the body becomes its measurement (the body datum). The datum 

stands for the body and to understand the body its measure is more often called upon 

rather than the body as it is in life. Chapter 4 draws comparisons between what has been 

discovered from the anatomisation of the body and can be applied to the anatomisation 

of design. In Chapter 3 Body, historical examples make clear that hard evaluations, such 

as those imposed by Vesalius, may have made deviances from anatomical norms 

problematic. Design may learn from this treatment of the body. This thesis therefore 

uses a softer evaluation approach to promote the malleability of this design model 

which ultimately aims to invite change. In conclusion, evaluation as discussed 

throughout the thesis has been maintained as a way to follow the nature and Òdesign 

judgementsÓ (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012, p.139-159) of speculative design. Drawing 

from external sources to understand the function of design in more detail. 
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1.3.4. Practice Based Methodology 

 As mentioned in 1.3. Methods, this thesis is an accumulation of differing 

outputs brought together through a practice of making. Consequently there is an 

intimate overlap between making and reflective practice (and first-person accounts). 

Predominantly a body of text and portfolio of design work. The making of these outputs 

was not just an iterative process but the process of writing and of making were in 

communication with one another, they are dialogic in that the writing and the practice 

influenced and changed one another as they developed. Morphing as ideas exchange 

occurred in my own mental models. This practice based method is representative of the 

ethos of ideas exchange, that ideas may surface through a mixture of differing inputs 

and that ideas may surface and trigger over time through engagement with other 

external influencers. External influences have also come from regular sharing of work 

and ideas to publics through exposure such as exhibition, events and talks.  

 Early on in the making process it became clear that the questions I was 

attempting to tackle needed a different kind of strategy. Collaborations and writing 

became part of the making. Collaborations are a means to offer reflective insights that 

may have otherwise not been visible from a singular perspective. As collaborator Dr. 

Raluca Briazu (2017) writes, our collaboration was a means of self reflection, it offered 

insights which reinforced or shifted ideas. The collaboration was therefore also part of a 

design process which shaped the mental models of our disciplines through our 

respective eyes. This collaboration was important to gain insight into how speculative 

design might be an emergent discourse that arises from reflection on how design theory 

and practice produce ideas exchange, this was only made clear through Òreflection.Ó 

 The process of reading theory and making objects produces a different kind of 

thinking which Frayling (1993) describes as research through design (RtD). This is  

research where a goal is set and material research and development may build towards 

that goal of furthering, altering, improving or expanding on something. Bardzell (2015) 

talks about Òresearch through design objectsÓ (Bardzell et al., 2015) describing them as 

Òknowledge producersÓ. As described in Chapter 4 working using a RtD methodology 

may be in line with speculative design, which is why the objects in the portfolio do not 

necessarily represent end points but rather threads that trail beyond (4.3.1. Trajectories 

of the body). 
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 The practice-based methodology of this thesis sets up a discourse which is 

aimed toward speculative design outcomes. The practice-based research and writing 

together attempt to develop more refined models of design and the body where they 

intersect. In order to do so the making draws on bio-art and design, traditional figurative 

sculpture, realism and prop making aesthetics to bring these discourses together through 

the manipulation of materials. The making involved a number of material processes as a 

means to create this model, such as prosthetics, moulding and casting, lab work, 

sculpting, film making, graphic design, physical computing, 3D modelling, etc. These 

processes are more fully described in Chapter 2 Case Study as well as in portfolio 

imagery.  

 These outputs took time and refinement of skills, but are not the material 

processes that are predominantly in focus in the text. As the forms of design are shifting 

and new models of design are becoming more inclusive of adding new materials to their 

practice. These materials are becoming more provisional, intangible and speculative 

(explored in detail relation to body material in Chapter 3, 3.5. (i,ii,iii) and design in 

Chapter 4, 4.2.2. (i,ii,iii)). Materials described by Nelson and Stolterman (2013, p.175) 

now include abstract materials as described on p.125. This thesis describes speculative 

design as making with models rather than making with propositions. Therefore the ideas 

are also abstract materials being made and manipulated through the coming together of 

making and text. Publics offer cultural and social materials such as overspilling 

(Michael, 2012). As part of the practice-based methodology materials were 

accumulated. ÒMaterials are what a designer brings together using structural 

connections or compositional relationshipsÓ Nelson and Stolterman (2013, p.175). Then 

materials were structured to represent and incite ideas exchange, ÒMaterials are what a 

designer uses to midwife a design into its existence in the world, to make it appear and 

be experienced in a real senseÓ (ibid.). To refine the skills using these new materials 

also involves refinement or ÒconnoisseurshipÓ (Nelson and Stolterman, 2013, p.151) 

which is developed over time through practical training and lived experience (explained 

further on p.126). These new materials have predominant focus over those materials 

that are well established. Although the making was incredibly time consuming, and 

integral to ideas exchange as well as integral for my own career, a focus on the well 

established processes would not have helped me tell the story of where design is 
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shifting. Instead this thesis focuses on what nascent materials and processes support this 

shift. 

 The writing also became a way to evaluate and process what ÔthinkeringÕ and 

making was attempting to achieve in designing my own mental models and if it was 

impacting ideas exchange in others (Francis et al., 2017). Writing was also a means to 

constantly revisit work made earlier in the research process and how it might help me 

reflect on my own morphing ideas exchange that occurred throughout the making. This 

allowed me to be selective of particular experiences (highlighted by a line to the left of 

the text) that were particularly poignant in building connoisseurship in modelling. 

1.3.5. Theoretical Methodology 

 This thesis draws on theoretical research from design criticism, particularly in 

relation to speculative design and other design models that are anatomically connected 

to these terms (described below in 1.4.2.1. Discursive design, 1.4.2.2. Speculative 

Design, 1.4.2.3. Critical Design, 1.4.2.4. Adversarial Design, 1.4.2.5. Design Fiction, 

1.4.2.6. Ludic Design and 1.4.2.7. Contestable Design). Although these terms describe 

differing design models, the purpose for referencing these models of design together is 

firstly, that they are all adjuncts which anatomically reshape the configuration of design. 

Secondly, referencing these terms together is significant for making the argument that 

design is shifting and all of these terms are playing a part in that shift. They are also 

terms created by those that have signified related changes. I have also taken reference 

from design methods and design thinking, reading through and around design theorists 

such as Cross (1982, 1993, 2004), Buchanan (1985, 1992) and Nelson and Stolterman 

(2012) who talk about refinement of design centred language and methods. As well as 

philosophers such as Johnson (2008), Daston and Galison (2007), Haraway (1991), 

Dijck (2016) that look at the body as a site of negotiation. These readings have helped 

to build up an idea of the model of design described in this thesis and its concerns 

toward the body as well as how it is shifting from familiar orthodox design methods. 

 This thesis is a transdisciplinary study and therefore draws reference from 

disciplines external to design from which designers could benefit. References offered by 

collaborators make up a large part of the theoretical references external to design. The 

thesis is a nexus of discourses that are the dominant discourses brought to bare on 
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authority of bio-tech-body. This thesis brings together research from self-sustaining 

disciplines to show that new bodies and new design are making connections and 

exchanging ideas in a different way and with different configuration than before. All of 

these references are selected because they embrace the idea or movement toward the 

body as a malleable object. In reviewing references revealing the history of study of the 

body, particularly those related to anatomy have shown that the authority of truth about 

the body has shifted over time. After comparing these paradigm shifts in the study of the 

body and the study of design it is made clear that authority of truth about design has 

also changed and that in this new model designers are particularly drawn to 

visualisations and communications of the body. After following the stories of major 

shifts in anatomical study (Chapter 3 Body) and study of design (Chapter 4 Design) it 

seems that many views are contingent on one another (Chapter 5 Body - Design). An 

accumulation of many views spanning disciplinary borders are brought together as a 

means to describe an overarching movement which at first glance looks mirrored but in 

fact might be asymmetrical. Bringing these different discourses together reveal that 

design may ultimately progress when aware of how other discourses have managed 

shifts in modelling. 

 Transdisciplinarity has been explored through readings which have influenced 

the structure of the thesis and the open selection of references. These readings have 

been instrumental in defining and shaping transdisciplinary study as it is presented in 

this thesis (Calvert and Schyfter, 2017; Blassnigg and Punt, 2013; Punt and Denham, 

2017; Wildevuur, 2017). These readings also refer to how arts and sciences can make 

meaningful shared contributions toward one another and have also shaped my 

collaborative efforts and therefore the physical outputs in the practice portfolio in the 

appendix of this thesis. The transdisciplinary aspect is not solely in the bringing 

together of diverse disciplines but instead transdisciplinarity is somewhat a discipline in 

and of itself. These readings have have influenced the selection of references that may 

inform one another. As with transdisciplinary research and collaboration everyone 

should take away what they did not have before - new topics and concerns for future 

research. 

 The rationale as to how selected references from discourses external to design 

feed into one another is as follows. Firstly, as mentioned above references are brought 
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together because they all deal with the body as a malleable site of change. Secondly, 

columns of bodies of knowledge reveal a helpful continuity between body discourse and 

design discourse as it is manifest in speculative design. The paradigm shift currently 

occurring in design is described in this thesis as a move away from static to dynamic 

methods. This move is mirrored asymmetrically in anatomy, therefore drawing from 

scientific references and history of anatomy may be insightful as design itself moves 

through shifts, just as the body has in Chapter 3 Body. For example, as described in 

Chapter 4 Design, Kuhn (1970) describes plateaus between shifts as Ònormal scienceÓ 

which focuses on foundations of practice and reinforces paradigms. Kuhn (1970) 

describes that moving between paradigms in scientific revolutions is often 

uncomfortable and disputed, particularly when concepts are fragile. The same may be 

said for design when orthodox design methods have been successful for periods of time 

new ideas may seem unstable and discomforting. When design shares ideas that are 

already matured they are generally acceptable comparatively to sharing novel ideas that 

may be less universally accepted. Or to draw from Raymond LoewyÕs MAYA (1951) 

(Most Advanced Yet Acceptable) these ideas exist at the precipice or outskirts of 

acceptance. They are more vulnerable ideas that are novel and have a high cognitive 

load (Alexander, 1964) in that they are challenging mentally to manage. These ideas 

areÉ 

phenomena that are not very coherent, barely possible, almost unthinkable, and totally under-

specified because they are still in the process of being conceptually and physically articulated. 

(Halse and Boffi, 2016, p.4) 

The models of design described in this thesis may purposefully work in this area of 

ideas as a means to keep their anatomy somewhat amorphous. This is described in this 

thesis as a tactic which permits this model to continually be open to change. The 

anatomy of this model might allow designers to reach into other disciplines as its 

boundaries are not defined. Pulling insights from other disciplines towards design 

concerns and sharing design concerns beyond the static anatomical boundaries of 

design. 

 In avoiding grand theory and reductive approaches this thesis proposes a 

thicker understanding of the generation of ideas and how ideas are exchanged through 

design practice, and that these are processes that ultimately reside in the body. This is 

consistent with speculative design as a model of enquiry that raises questions or 
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encourages re-evaluation. It has been described as an Òintellectual communicative 

deviceÓ (Tharp and Tharp, 2018, p.85), "a tool to create not only things but 

ideasÓ (Dunne and Raby, 2013, p.66),  Òdesigning debate" (Kerridge, 2015) itÕs purpose 

described "to produce new images Ñ new imaginative instantiationsÓ (DiSalvo, 2012, 

p.111). This thesis recognises that to better understand these descriptions and the 

critiques of ideas generation and exchange in speculative design, first we must define 

where the ideas exist. This thesis claims ideas reside in the body, they are located in the 

body of the designer, the bodies of the collaborators and the bodies of the publics 

(DiSalvo, 2009, p.51). To better understand how ideas are generated and exchanged 

between bodies this thesis uses insights from other disciplines that have a seasoned 

understanding of the cognitive activity of ideas exchange (biology, cognitive 

neuroscience and behavioural psychology). This thesis does not discuss the biological 

processes of ideas, such as descriptions of firing synapses or reinforcement of areas of 

the brain through the rehearsal of ideas. Instead, assuming these insights from 

neuroscience to be genuine, it describes ways in which these insights may better refine 

how speculative design work communicates and what kinds of ideas it incites 

(particularly in Chapter 5 Body - Design). Many of these references are drawn from 

psychology. A few examples being the psychology of humour (Freud, 1960), empathetic 

mirroring and product emotion (Desmet, 2004), ecological validity (Andrade, 2018) 

top-down and bottom-up emotional responses (Cupchick, 2004) and emotional disgust 

(Tybur et al., 2009). These references help to comprehend how ideas occur and can be 

influenced from emotional responses to external stimuli. This may help to create a more 

distinct picture of how designs generate and exchange ideas in and between bodies, and 

therefore the insights may be actionably applied to design practice. 

 The discipline external to design that is most impactful on this thesis is 

anatomy. The reason why anatomy is so relevant to this thesis is that firstly, anatomy is 

a discipline that is concerned with structure and organisation of complex parts. Design 

is also a discipline structuring complex concerns and its own organisation (as made 

explicit in 4.1.1. The Anatomy of Design) much like anatomy has done in the past. 

Design may therefore learn from the misgivings associated with this structuring process. 

Secondly, design is now becoming more concerned with reconceptualising models, and 

many designers engaging with this practice are addressing models of the body. As learnt 
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in Chapter 3 (Body) anatomy's purpose is to generate body models, therefore if design 

is engaging with this enterprise its borders are greatly shared with anatomy. 

1.4. Locutions 
 The following part of the introduction is a form of glossary. The list of terms 

below come from new models of design that are imbued with regional design reference. 

The below list of terms describe where they originated and their relation to the text; as 

opposed to a glossary which would be considered a list of conclusive definitions. The 

design terms below collectively form the basis of the research references for the term 

speculative design in the text; others have used these terms often interchangeably or 

overlapping one another. They are locutions as they come from specific design 

researchers and practitioners whose personal flavour of design is intrinsic in its 

anatomisation. This is described further in the preceding caveat. The preliminary three 

bodily terms are outlined a means of clarification. 

1.4.1.1. Body 

 The term body is used often in this thesis to refer to the living human body as it 

is defined by Johnson (2008, p.669-680) as a body that is not reduced by separating it 

through modelling; it is the body in its fullest, as it is lived and experienced in life. 

Occasionally, the term human body is used as a means of making this clear. The purpose 

of this clarification is that when discussing the body, particularly in relation to biology, 

this is often suggestive of the biological body, which as Johnson describes is the body as 

it is viewed through biological research. The biological body is one that is often only 

considered as the mass of materials, flesh and viscera that make up the physical body, 

discounting the ecological, phenomenological, social and cultural facets of the body 

(Johnson, 2008). These separated elements are termed ÔmodelsÕ of the body. Models are 

used as examples to understand the main focus of study, forming or adding to a general 

understanding of the primary focus. Models are created though the use of 

representational methods and artefacts that describe elements, in this case of the human 

body, but are separated from the body as it exists in life. Models can dictate ways to 

engage with and know the human body, for example models of the kidney as it is 

understood in anatomy have informed how to do surgery on a living kidney. This thesis 
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also describes models of design, which equally use methods and artefacts to 

comprehend elements of the larger understanding of design.  

1.4.1.2. Bio-tech-body 

 For some the hyphenation of bio-tech-body might be an odd decision as 

biotechnology and biotech are not normally hyphenated due to the perception that their 

integration is so entwined that they become a Òwell-established compound 

termÓ (Committee, C. Of B. E. S. M. Et al., 1994). Here the hyphen is symbolic of 

design making visually clear. ÒThe hyphen serves as a connector rather than as an 

indicator of interruption or omissionÓ (ibid.) In this case the hyphen is used as a graphic 

design decision to reveal the connection between these terms. The hyphenation makes 

the flow between these terms clear in their connected threads. The bio-tech-body refers 

to a model of the body which is both filtered through the study of biology and the study 

of technology, forming a model which is susceptible to change and therefore of interest 

to design. As design may play a part in modelling this body and therefore impact the 

understanding of it, and subsequently the form in which it changes. This is not a one 

way exchange, models of the body can also greatly influence biology and technology, 

remodelling them. 

1.4.1.3. Models 

 This thesis frequently describes the act of modelling, this is in reference to 

mental modelling rather than the making of physical models. Mental modelling 

describes the thoughts that create a picture of how something is formed or functions in 

real life. Mental models (often just referred to as models in the text) inform how to 

interact with things and how those things should be considered. As models exist 

differently in each personÕs mind, this thesis will describe designs that strive for 

collective mental models. The designs for these models aim to universally impact how 

certain subjects are thought about. In the case of this thesis this will be the model of the 

body and the model of design. In other words, how design can play a part in how ideas 

of the body are perceived, and equally how design may play a part in how design is 

perceived through designing models of itself and therefore taking authority over its own 

modelling. 
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1.4.1.4. Adjunct 

 In this thesis the term adjunct is used to describe a new anatomisation of 

speculative design. In this case, adjunct describes a model that can span across multiple 

organs of design. It specifically draws attention to terms and ideas that enrich a basic 

context. An adjunct has properties that can be independent but also can be shared. 

Knowing the body can help to understand this, for example tissues of the body can 

stand alone in a petri dish as well as function within the body but in these two instances 

the tissues both do and express different things. Similarly design adjuncts may stand 

alone as a specialism and be part of the body of design, but in these two instances they 

both do and express different things. Therefore adjuncts are not just additive decorative 

elements to the body of design but they give it context or function, for example, 

enriching time, place, emotion. Adjuncts are Òserving to connect and to express 

comment on clause contentÓ (Merriam-webster.com, 2020). Therefore describing this 

form of design as adjunctive means it can add contextual qualities to other organs of 

design. 

 Anatomy is an adjunct to the body, it establishes a context for the body through 

breaking it into parts and changes the way it can be thought about. This creates the 

anatomical body; a model of the body that is adjunct to the body and is understood 

through anatomy. Similarly speculative design is adjunct to design and can change the 

way design is thought about. I use the word adjunct because it is stronger than an 

addendum or subordinate, but also because it has a special function. Due to the 

anatomical body being adjunct to the body it does not immediately change the bodyÕs 

underlying form. It is separated from the body through being adjunct and therefore 

when it stands alone as a differing model of body it can change how the underlying 

body is understood. When anatomical models of the body are seen as part of the body 

they can give it context or function. For example, an anatomical illustration of a spleen 

can reframe what a spleen is and how it works and therefore when applied to the body 

whole this may change decisions made in surgery. This thesis argues that the same can 

be said for speculative design, changing how design may be understood and therefore 

change how design is put into practice.  

 Anatomising speculative design as adjunct might offer benefits intra-

disciplinarily, that is for conversations within a discipline. As a magnified lens may help 
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refine a model of design that may better apply to the body of design as a whole. Just as 

the adjunct model of the anatomical body is continually shaped by anatomists as a 

means to better apply to the body as a whole. 

 The use of the term adjunct here is not to imply that the adjunct parts of design 

or the body are dispensable but that they are a smaller modifying model of something 

larger. Anatomy is an essential adjunct to the body in modern medicine whereas in 

holistic medicine it is adjunct but perhaps not as essential. The claim in this thesis is that 

speculation is an essential adjunct to my design practice but in other cases it is an 

adjunct that is not essential but can add context. 

1.4.2. Caveat; Anatomy of speculative design 

 This thesis will describe anatomisation as a form of compartmentalisation and 

categorisation of large and complex topics into parts to better comprehend them. This 

has historically been a commonly practiced method in research, seen in particular 

concentrate in the study of the body. The topic of design is also going through a process 

of anatomisation to understand and better describe its parts. Having separate terms may 

be fruitful in communicating transdisciplinarily to those external from design as a way 

to describe the intentions of design in different formats. Although rigid definitions may 

not be conducive for the development of speculative design intra-disciplinarily. 

Anatomisation encourages a tendency towards compartmentalisation, demarkation of 

territories, appropriation and colonisation. The consequences of this is that concern is 

around metadiscourse; discussions then focus on camps rather than contents. In a recent 

interview by speculative.edu, Matt Ward (senior lecturer of design at Goldsmiths 

University) responds to the question ÒwhatÕs the difference between Design Fiction, 

Critical Design and Speculative Design?Ó In which he responds, ÒNot much, or more 

precisely, I donÕt careÓ (Speculativeedu, 2020). Ward sees anatomisation as taking 

attention away from the larger purpose of the work, and sees it as a form of intellectual 

land-grabbing. 

 Conversely to leave anatomisation completely from the discussion may 

theoretically be throwing the baby out with the bathwater, as speculative design should 

be discussed on its own terms and without the generation and refinement of terms 
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design may lose autonomy. Therefore, the resulting taxonomies may have to take 9

different forms than when previous anatomisation has occurred. The terms below are 

descriptions rather than explanations, they paint a picture of the current state of the art 

of these terms. They are not terms with closed borders, particularly for those intra-

design. 

 Currently the nomenclature regarding speculative design is a mass of viscera. 

There are key terms describing forms of design in close relation to speculative design 

which are used in this thesis as both descriptors and in references. These terms often 

draw the focus in discussions associated with speculative design in varying ways. Often 

with an intent to pull terms together as a whole towards a united or sole definition. 10

The terms are also occasionally used synonymously, for example some researchers 

group terms such as speculative and critical design together by referring to them jointly 

as ÒSCDÓ (Martins, 2014). As outlined in Chapter 4 (Design) of this thesis some 

researchers have began to anatomise it into its associated terms with differentiated parts 

(Malpass, 2012; Blythe, 2016).  

 This thesis displays a reluctancy to cut the body of design further for reasons 

regarding the nature of the argument; that speculative design is actually an adjunct 

model of design rather than an organ. This thesis will show that movements in 

designing the models of the body are similar to movements in designing the models of 

design, in which case the anatomical metaphors may describe the link between them. An 

organ in both cases is an established mass of tissues that have characteristics that work 

together in varying amounts for common goals or outcomes. For example graphic 

design might be considered a large organ of design. Speculative design, on the other 

hand, has tissues that are shared to a further extent across organs not only in the body of 

design but also perhaps even among other disciplines. It may therefore be premature to 

cut this model of design further, making new terms before its processes are understood, 

especially if it is adjunct. Therefore the addition of further terminology is not proposed, 

instead a new structure for the anatomisation of speculative design is offered to not lose 

comprehension of the topics found in the below terms. This is also in respect to an 

 Ward also notes that one benefit is to communicate to external disciplines (Speculativeedu, 2020).9

 For example the term Òdiscursive designÓ (Tharp and Tharp, 2018) which is considered more of an 10

umbrella term.
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upcoming reference from Vesalius (1543), who decided to withhold an image of a body 

part that was too ambiguous, so as to not make its boundaries concrete through 

illustrating it in a way that may not be fruitful or supportive to its practitioners. 

 In light of the concerns of anatomisation in its current format the list of 

locutions below dwell more on the similarities between the current terms rather than the 

differences. As learnt from anatomical study of the body, differences are often the cause 

of delineation by a cut and currently there is not a logical place to make a helpful 

incision. In this case the terms in conjunction with one another reveal a model of design 

which has become increasingly provisional, intangible and speculative over time. In this 

thesis this form of design will predominantly be referred to as speculative design. This 

is in no way a means to position this term as a unified whole which includes the others. 

The reason for this being, firstly, that this was the territory of the primary research for 

this thesis. Secondly, that this term has a wide net that incorporates or shares 

characteristics amongst the following fairly contemporary anatomical models of design 

which are in focus here , . Thirdly, that the term speculative design itself is indicative 11 12

of the effects of ideas exchange that this thesis aims to bring to light, that is in relation 

to speculation. Below is a brief outline of the characteristics of these terms in relation to 

speculative design. Some of the characteristics are evidently shared between them but 

are characteristics that are more concentrated under particular terms. To more fluidly 

discuss these terms they all share tissues that:  

i) go against the status quo 

ii) prioritise imaginative and innovative forms of communication through strategies  

iii)  leave cognitive traces 

Tharp and TharpÕs (2018) extensive research into what they term Òdiscursive designÓ 

successfully maps out this territory in an anatomisation of terms. They also caveat the 

anatomisation of these forms of design Òwe also address the naming of Ôdiscursive 

designÕÑthe irony of attempting to tidy things up by adding a new term is not lost on 

usÓ (Tharp and Tharp, 2018, p.24). Creating a glossary in this case also seemed ironic, 

 Ò[s]ome relatives are: activism, cautionary tales, conceptual design, contestable futures, design fictions, 11

interrogative design, radical design, satire, social fiction, speculative design.Ó Auger (2013, p.11) 

 Elliott P. Montgomery (2018) has created a map to show the relation of some of these design terms, 12

although he also titles this mapping as ÒunresolvedÓ. Speculative design in this map encompasses aspects 
of critical design and design fiction.
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hence describing these as a list of locutions. As these terms have come to represent 

those who played a part in instigating them and are therefore characteristic of factions in 

this form of design. The following list of locutions is therefore a means to navigate 

these definitions from the work of others and give some consistency to the model of 

design described in this thesis. To separate them in a list is in no way a means of 

stamping these terms and solidifying them into separate clusters. Instead it is to give 

coherence for the sake of the reader to understand why reference is drawn from research 

regarding these anatomised descriptors of design for the use of my model of an adjunct 

speculative design. The locutions also prevent detachment from their originators whose 

definitions and refinement of these terms were so influential towards the zeitgeist of 

design which is captured in this thesis. Preventing detachment may also help to show 

why they do not have overarching relevance to all who want to engage with this model 

of design. For many these terms continue to be contestable (Tonkinwise, 2015; Ansari, 

2015). I believe this shows the vitality of the design discipline as attempts to describe it 

reveal it is still a shifting and changing monstrum. Therefore, loose anchoring of terms 

and acceptance of non-definitive descriptors may have some benefit to these terms 

remaining a source of ambiguity. If the terms are ossified the revolution is over; 

dynamic terms allow room for change. 

1.4.2.1. Discursive Design 

 Tharp and Tharp (2018) consider discursive design an umbrella category that is 

inclusive of speculative design. Discursive design Òincludes more established and even 

quite esoteric versions that use design primarily as an intellectual communicative 

deviceÓ (Tharp and Tharp, 2018, p.85). Tharp and Tharp argue the design specialisms 

that fall within this category have similar intentions but use Òvarying tools, techniques, 

postures, and audiencesÓ (ibid. p.24). Discursive design does not necessarily have to 

offer critique but instead creates messages through discourse, systems of thought or 

knowledge. Tharp and Tharp suggest all objects (similar to the things for thinking 

detailed in 1.1.) can operate discursively or encourage discoursing, but they are not 

necessarily discursive designs. ÒDiscourse is not merely a consequence or possibility of 

an objectÕs existenceÑsomething that a discursive design shares with all artefacts. 

Instead, discourse is why it existsÓ (ibid. p.77). This influential description shares most 

qualities with the adjunct model of speculative design as it is described in this thesis, its 
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anatomisation reveals distinctions as well as similarities across these locutions. 

Discursive design is therefore a term to unify this form of design for the sake of 

designers to better situate and justify their work. 

1.4.2.2. Speculative Design 

  Speculative design is a form of design that Òthrives on imaginationÓ; Òa 

kind of design that is used as a tool to create not only things but ideasÓ (Dunne and 

Raby, 2013, p.66). Speculative design poses Òwhat if?Ó questions in order to Òopen 

debate and discussion about the kind of future people want (and do not want)Ó (ibid.). 

For DiSalvo (2012), speculative design shifts meaning. ÒSpeculative design works by 

isolating facets of culture and recasting those facets in ways that alter their meaning in 

order to produce new images Ñ new imaginative instantiations Ñ of what might 

beÓ (DiSalvo, 2012, p.111). Speculative design for Malpass (2012) is much more of an 

exploration of ethical and social implications, particularly in regard to nascent science 

and technologies. This means speculative design also usually involves transdisciplinary 

research. ÒSpeculative design combines informed, hypothetical extrapolations of an 

emerging technologyÕs development with a deep consideration of the cultural landscape 

into which it might be deployed, to speculate on future products, systems and 

servicesÓ (augerloizeau, 2013). For Auger and Loizeau it is the combination of artefacts 

and environments which allow speculation. The distinction with speculative design is 

that it often brings ideas of futures into the domestic sphere in order to question their 

absurdity or challenges through positioning them within otherwise neutral settings 

(Malpass, 2012; Auger, 2013). The ethos with speculative design is that through 

reimagining the future it might have an impact in its design. ÒDesign speculations can 

act as a catalyst for collectively redefining our relationship to realityÓ (Dunne and Raby, 

2013, p.2). 

 The term speculation is key in this description of design, particularly for this 

thesis as it makes clear that this form of design occurs both in the mind of the designer 

and the observer, audience, receiver or public. Speculation does not only describe what 

the designer does but also denotes the quality of engagement with the work. In other 

words, it is not only the designer who is creating imaginaries and revealing them 

through design, but it is also those encountering the work who are create imaginaries. 
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1.4.2.3. Critical Design 

 Design moves away from being a response to a Òtask or set of 

constraintsÓ (Blythe, 2016) instead this term describes a form of design that suggests 

designers might be able to make meaningful and critical contributions. Critical design 

takes inspiration from the radical design movement and Italian anti design. ÒCritical 

design uses speculative design proposals to challenge narrow assumptions, 

preconceptions, and givens about the role products play in everyday lifeÓ (Dunne and 

Raby, n.d., p.34). Critical design involves the conceptual parts of design processes but 

uses this in and of itself to challenge societal acceptance of design products and systems 

to reconsider the relations between people and things. Not all speculative design work 

as it is understood now is critical, but critical design uses speculative design to make 

critical interventions. 

1.4.2.4. Adversarial Design 

 Adversarial design describes Òworks that express or enable a particular 

political perspective known as agonismÓ (DiSalvo, 2012, p.2). DiSalvo expressed this 

form of design as though it were somewhat an adjunct, in that he believes adversarial 

design is something that can be practised across disciplines but generally happens 

through the making of artefacts or experiences. This type of design shares 

characteristics most closely with critical design but often involves more outputs that 

include public engagement and anarchistically driven critique. Both critical and 

adversarial design are not always dealing with future imaginaries but also with current 

pressing issues. 

1.4.2.5. Design Fiction 

 According to Blythe (2016) design fiction extrapolates Òdrawing a line from 

historical trends out into the future through progressive exaggerations.Ó The concept 

was first introduced by Sterling (2005) bringing to light the narrative qualities of design 

practices. Bleecker (2009, p.83) then explored this type of design further by looking at 

how design tells stories between scientific fact and fiction, and posits that design fiction 

can Òtell thoughtful, speculative stories through objects.Ó 
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1.4.2.6. Ludic Design 

 Gaver (2004) described ludic design as the pursuit to design for Òopen-ended, 

playful exploration.Ó This type of design aims to consider ambiguity of design and the 

withholding of narrative. This form of design is also concerned with the role objects 

play in everyday life and how design objects might mediate interactions to function as 

things of discovery. 

1.4.2.7. Contestable Design 

 This form of design also engages with futures but has more connections to art. 

This form of design creates contestable futures to Òsubvert technologiesÓ (Zurr and 

Catts, 2006, p.79). This type of work disregards the ÒfantasticalÓ aestheticised 

speculative design representations of technologies, particularly of a biological nature 

(Catts and Zurr, 2018), and retains characteristics that show the particular locution of its 

originators. Contestable design is to be implicated in the technology that is the subject 

of critique. 
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2. CASE STUDY 

2.1. The Anatomy Lesson: Dissecting Medical Futures (The Waag 
Society, 2016) 

 This case study is a description of one of the portfolio works in fuller detail. 

Below is an outline of the work itself, its background research and its influence on the 

subsequent parts of this thesis. The work in focus is an exploratory design project titled 

The Anatomy Lesson: Dissecting Medical Futures (The Anatomy Lesson) (annex: 

Portfolio). It will be described specifically as it was publicly exhibited at The Waag 

Society in Amsterdam. This design work consisted of a number of outputs including 13

an installation of multiple sculptures and artefacts, interactive experience, performance, 

public seminar, film and lectures. The work was the culmination of a fellowship 

undertaken in the Netherlands during the academic year 2015 to 2016. Below is an 

outline of the elements of the installation and performance, as well as a description of 

the insights gained from the development process and ongoing research. 

 The history of the site in which the work was shown has led to Chapter 3 

(Body) which looks at paradigm shifts in models of the body. This work opens up a 

vision of the body in the early twenty first century as a less stable point of reference 

than it was prior to when the Waag was birthed as a notable site for biomedical 

innovation described in Chapter 3 (Body). By following the trajectory of scientific and 

medical attitudes to the body as it was rehearsed in the Waag over three centuries ago, 

and situating the design work firmly in this shifting context, it will prepare for the next 

move in this discussion. To consider what new strategies for knowing and engaging 

with the body might be useful in this shifting understanding of the body as a dynamic 

and relativistic entity, and the role of design practice in this enterprise.  

 The Waag Society is now an event and research space that Òoperates at the intersection of science, 13

technology and the artsÓ (waag, n.d.).
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2.1.1. Residency 

 The Anatomy Lesson was the culmination of a year long fellowship awarded by 

Amsterdam Fund for the Arts as part of their 3Package Deal (3PD) (3Package Deal, 

n.d.) scheme. The 3PD supports local and international artists to live and produce work 

in the Netherlands. The scheme invites a number of creative practitioners to work on 

different platforms that are supervised by a coalition of external event spaces, research 

centres and institutions whose interests align. This collaborative effort was part of the 

Bio Design coalition, including The Waag Society, Mediamatic  and VU University 14 15

Amsterdam . The Anatomy Lesson was therefore highly influenced through the 16

collaboration with this coalition as well as my supervisory team and fellow researchers 

at CogNovo and Transtechnology Research. During the residency I was based in 

Amsterdam and created networks and worked on projects related to the body and 

speculative bio design. 17

2.1.2. Edition shown at Waag Society 

 Due to the mixture of input from collaborators and the environment of the 

space, this edition of the event held at the Waag has different qualities to subsequent 

iterations. The Anatomy Lesson has been exhibited in different formats since its debut at 

the Waag. The work has since been exhibited as part of Museumnight at Arti et 

Amicitiae (Mystery of Truth, 2017), Gogbot festival (2019) and Albert van Abbehuis 

(Make the future, 2019). It has been presented in part as performances during lectures at 

Kikk Festival (Haines, 2016a), Shapeshifters (Haines, 2016b), and The Bellevue 

Theatre Amsterdam (Haines, 2016c) as well as a live recorded dissection in part at 

 Further details in Chapter 3 (Body) (waag, n.d.)14

 Mediamatic, an event space who Òresearch the possibilities and challenges that biology brings to art, 15

design and societyÓ (Mediamatic, n.d.)

 Particularly supervised by Toby Kiers from VU Ecology department whose work is about evolutionary 16

selection pressures and how they lead to competitive expressions and mutualism. 
ÒWe use experimental evolution and phylogenic analysis to identify how mutualisms respond to radical 
changes in their environmentÓ(The Science | Toby Kiers, n.d.).

 During my residency I took part in a number of other events, workshops and meetings at the Waag and 17

Mediamatic but also at other related events in Amsterdam. This included ÔHack the BrainÕ a hackathon 
event, Ômodify your genesÕ with $pela Petri#, talks and events at Dutch Design week. I also ran a series of 
workshops with Mediamatic that invited audiences to redesign their bodies through prototyping 
techniques, this included a basics in prosthetics modelling as well as moulding and casting techniques 
while discussing edits participants might make to their own bodies. This workshop series was integral for 
me to learn workshopping techniques that might engage members of the public. I also ran the event with a 
group of medical humanities students from Radbound university. 
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Frontiers conference (Haines, 2018). Most recent iterations of the exhibit includes 

ÔSpare PartsÕ with Science Gallery London at their gallery site at King's College London 

(annex: Portfolio), which involved an exhibit and performance. The work as it was 

shown at the Waag is of particular interest because of the interplay between the artefacts 

and the Waag as a historic site. The work is not intended to be site specific as Nick Kaye 

defines the term being Òpractices which, in one way or another articulate exchanges 

between the work of art and the places in which its meanings are definedÓ (Kaye, n.d.). 

It is not necessarily defined by the location, as removal of the work from the location 

did not affect the overall meaning of the piece, although its meanings were enriched by 

the location in ways that told allegories of the body throughout time. 

2.1.3. Description of overall work 

 In a quasi-simulation of future medicine, the audience, who take on the role of 

medical students, are invited to probe modified body parts in order to consider how to 

prepare for future procedures. The audience entered the anatomical theatre and were 

presented with surgical robes, gloves, hats and masks by myself and a colleague who 

were acting as lab technicians running a dissection class and dressed in medical scrubs 

(fig.folio1). The audience are then invited to take part in dissections of futuristic 

simulations, practicing the newly proposed procedures in a similar fashion to how it 

would be enacted in academic research on a cadaverous model or simulated moulage. 

The room where the work was shown is a historic anatomical theatre in which medical 

research and simulation has been performed since the 1600s (Waag n.d.).  

 The theatrum anatomicum is an octagonal space in which were distributed four 

discrete sculpture clusters (fig.folio2). Each comprised of a stainless steel table with a 

cluster of instruments and silicone, resin and mohair body parts placed on the surface as 

though there was a demonstration in progress. Each table also had a descriptive label 

(fig.folio3, fig.folio4, fig.folio5, fig.folio6) with an illustrated line diagram and a 

description. In addition the instructions invited the audience to interact with the work 

and facilitators were also in place to encourage interaction. Each table was 60cm by 

90cm and was positioned in a semi-circle with space for the audience to stand around 

them and observe an imagined procedure in progress. The tables were spotlighted in a 

way to replicate chiaroscuro; reminiscent of the contrasting light effects painted in 

imagery borrowed from the anatomy lesson genre of paintings discussed in Chapter 3 
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(Body). A video of extracts from a discussion with collaborator and supervisor Dr. 

Mona Nasser played on a loop projected in the space (fig.folio7). 

2.2. The Sculpture Clusters 
 Each table had a set of sculpture clusters of medical simulations. The 

simulations depict dissection specimens that exhibit pathologies of a post biotech future, 

in which the body is increasingly pervious to change and manipulation in the name of 

health. The clusters were made from various artefacts which collectively made the 

work. Each cluster was positioned on a table denoting a different procedure with a 

sculpture of a multiple part pathological specimen made from silicone, resin, pigments, 

oil paints and mohair. Alongside the sculptures were the armamentarium for completing 

the procedure or probing the work. Each sculpture was made to be destroyed through 

the act of dissection. This meant there were multiple iterations which could be 

destroyed and replaced and others that could be somewhat repurposed. The sculptures 

were made of platinum grade silicone; which was painted into moulds with varying 18

shore hardness and pigmentation to allow for a variety of haptic sensations that would 19

replicate those in the body and the imagined modifications. The image fig.folio8 for 

example, shows a screen shot from film tests showing the warping and indentations 

made when touching the different parts, the cornea of the eye sculpture was particularly 

soft.  

 Medical simulation currently creates models by looking backwards. The 

history of moulage or wax modelling would mean artists and model makers could 

capture the aesthetic and tactile nature of a known medical issue or procedure from 

observation of a patient and use the impressions as reference to recognise similarly 

occurring issues (During, 2014). This project proposes that simulating ailments and 

alterations that may arise due to the onset of nascent technologies may help imagine or 

perhaps even pre-empt the surgical procedures of the future if the trajectory of current 

biotech research continues. Each sculpture imagines how the body may interact with a 

further future representation of a current or near future technology. The complex nature 

of these procedures in some cases offer hope for their continued use, and others reveal 

 Otherwise known as addition cure silicone used regularly in prosthetics.18

 A measure of the hardness or resistances of polymer and rubber materials.19
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ongoing issues, analogous to the complexities involved in the procedures of today. This 

work aims to encourage audiences to question if these biotechnologies are worthy of 

continued creative and scientific efforts on the basis of their complicated effects on the 

body; as well as to consider the logistical maintenance often ignored in descriptions of 

nascent technologies. 

 Each sculpture cluster was conceptualised in collaboration with researchers 

who during meetings, casual exchanges and discussions shared with me their 

excitement and concerns for research in their respective fields that are being currently 

funded or bleeding into their focus of study. Particularly those that expose the volatile 

interactions between technologies and the human body. Notes were taken from meeting 

sessions that resulted in two short films made to consolidate the conversations once the 

objects had been made. One in discussion with Dr. Mona Nasser and another with Dr. 

Vaibhav Tyagi. The topics of the sculpture clusters were also selected for their diversity 

of body parts. To show that the interfacing of technologies and the body is a concern 

that may impact the whole body. 

 Below is a description of the context, each depicted procedure, the elements 

which made up the sculpture cluster and aspects of the making that was integral to the 

audienceÕs experience. 

2.2.1. Bionic Eye Implant 

 The bionic eye implant (fig.folio9) sculptures depict how cysts may develop on 

the sensitive tissue surrounding a mechanical implant on the eye. Similar to those 

developed during periocular surgery. In 1752, Benjamin Franklin wrote a report on his 20

famous Ôkey and kiteÕ experiment in which he speculates on the uses that may arise 

from his experiment with electricity. Franklin considers the effect of electricity on the 

eye (Watson, 1751), and his insights later influenced W.H. DobelleÕs paper Artificial 

Vision for the Blind by Connecting a Television Camera to the Visual Cortex (2000) 

published in the American Society of Artificial Internal Organs. This research used an 

electrode array to stimulate the brain using information from a camera and was pivotal 

in framing loss of vision as a hardware problem between the eye and information sent to 

the brain. Supporting the idea that implants may be the key to reconnecting vision.  

 Surgery of the eye or eyelid, in this paper some patients had had silicone or titanium plate implants 20

similar to those proposed for bionic eye implantation (Kalantzis, 2014).
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 Currently optical bionic implants are being developed predominantly for visual 

impairments rather than alternative applications revisited often as popular science 

fiction tropes. Take, for example, the Tleilaxu eyes from Dune (1984), the telescopic 

eyes in The Six Million Dollar Man (1973) or the eye implants that have playback 

features in Black Mirror (2011). As procedures for enhancing vision popularise, there 

may become an influx of mass-produced and potentially problematic materials that are 

introduced into the market and in turn the body. Materials and objects with issues of 

toxicity or rupture are high risk to the body and can result in numerous complications. 21

When even a piece of dust or a stray eyelash can be extremely uncomfortable, 

introducing a foreign object in and around the sensitive areas of the eye could be even 

more problematic (Haines, 2018). ÒThe human eye is incredibly sensitive, which is why 

foreign bodies like metal retinal implants can be so damaging, leading to inflammation 

and/or scarringÓ (University of Oxford, 2017). Vanessa Restrepo-Schild, who is 

developing soft biological synthetic implants, aims to avoid this issue. Although the 

developments in bionic implants continue to improve, many remain as experimental 

devices, such as the miniaturised computer in the Mojo lens (mojo, n.d.) which are yet 

to receive approval for clinical trials.  22

 The sculpture cluster is a moulage of the operation involved in removing the 

implant and cyst, should one develop. The work consisted of ten life-size sculptures of 

eyeballs with bionic implants, with cysts appearing to grow over the surface 

(fig.folio10). Each eyeball sculpture was placed in a small square clear tray and was 

coated in clear unscented soap fluid. On the table were also tools, including: probes, 

forceps, scalpels, tweezers and containers for the implants. The audience had to cut and 

remove any infection or pus from the cyst and from the soft flesh that may have 

developed around the implant in order to successfully remove it with tweezers and place 

in a container for sterilisation. The audience had to be careful not to damage the 

sensitive optic nerve (fig.folio11). 

 In a similar way to the non-biocompatible breast implants made by Poly Implant Prosthese (PIP) which 21

were recalled in the UK in 2010. 

 Argus II, co-developed at the University of Southern California (USC) Eye Institute and manufactured 22

by Second Sight Medical Products Inc., is now the only such device to have received marketing approval 
(CE Mark in Europe in 2011). Most other efforts remain investigational.
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2.2.2. Nanoparticle Filter 

 The nanoparticle filter (fig.folio12) sculptures show an intervention which may 

prevent the inhalation of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are easy to breathe in as particles 

are so small and light that they can become airborne. This becomes increasingly 

dangerous as chemicals, medicines and even potentially technologies such as nanobots 

with specific functions may be easily inhaled and have negative effects on the body. 

Research has been done on factory workerÕs lungs who are in contact with 

nanoparticles; showing how they can collect in the lungs and have adverse effects 

(Warheit, 2004; Song et al., 2009). As technology is becoming smaller and smaller the 23

desire for nano-scale objects and particles are in ever high demand. Bots have been 

imagined and even tested that can make sperm permeate an egg more efficiently 

(Magdanz, Sanchez and Schmidt, 2013), or even fight off cancer (Li et al,. 2018). Those 

involved in the industries manufacturing these items might be particularly at risk of 

inhalation, as they are now with existing nanoparticles. 

 The sculpture depicted a trachea, lung, heart and liver. Inside the trachea is a 

filter which could capture hazardous particles; a potentially useful body modification 

for those in contact with this material, or perhaps even those with breathing difficulties. 

To encourage wariness regarding the increasing scaling down of technology and the 

impact this might have on the body. Nanoparticles have existed in manufacturing 

products such as paint pigments and sunscreen for a long time. The nanoparticle filter 

may function like a crude barrier similar to the filter in a vacuum cleaner, it may be a 

beneficial intervention for those most vulnerable to be protected from the high demand 

of technological manufacturing. 24

 On the table with the silicone sculpture was a borescope and screen, the 

audience was free to use the borescope to explore the trachea and use long tweezers to 

extract the filter so it could be cleaned and replaced. As the main part of the sculpture 

was housed inside the trachea I also had to mould and pigment the inside of the work. 

The internal aspects were also covered in a fluid which made this a challenge to both 

 Both papers of suggested reading were offered from my collaborator to gain greater insight on the 23

topic.

 Speculatively this may not be afforded by the patient but could become part of company healthcare 24

packages and plans in place by places like Apple for example through their AC Wellness affiliation 
company. 
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access the part of the trachea where the filter was but also to successfully grasp it with 

the tweezers. This simulation replicated the challenges with other similar operations in 

which slime-like bodily fluids can often interfere with tools.  

2.2.3. Teratoma Tooth Transplant 

 The teratoma tooth transplant (fig.folio14) sculptures depict the possibility of 

growing a tooth within the body for implantation in the mouth. Using stem cell 

technologies the body could be used as a potential site for manufacturing or producing 

products through farming them using the normal growth of the body. A teratoma is a 

growth that is usually benign but can contain cells from other parts of the body, and 

even develop hair and teeth. The concept in this case is to encourage the development of 

a teratoma as a potential farm for teeth. Therefore, if the user lost a tooth they would 

have the option to have a replacement made from their own biological material ready to 

be implanted in their mouth.  

 Like all of the procedures in this project there are positives and negatives to 

these multiple operations. As described in the film interview with Dr. Nasser, on one 

hand it may be dangerous to induce the production of a growth and on the other this 

may satisfy the desire for natural teeth, as well as encourage the use of sustainable 

biological materials. This particular sculpture unintentionally encouraged audience 

members to divulge many personal stories of dental work, which encouraged 

discussions with the dissection groups on non-human materials entering the barrier of 

the body. In dentistry there have been solutions that have yielded functional and durable 

teeth for years. It is not unusual to have teeth made from metal (fig.4), plastics such as 

zirconia dioxide (Larsson, 2011) (fig.5) or even in the past made of substances such as 

wood, horses teeth or even other human teeth, as seen in the dentures of George 

Washington (Darnton, 2003). This possible route to growing natural teeth within your 25

own body highlights the absurdity of technological progression which might be more 

harmful than having a plastic or metal tooth. As to have a natural tooth grown inside the 

body in this way would result in numerous operations. 

 Letters between George Washington and his dentist were great inspiration for this part of the project, in 25

which their interaction with one another seemed more like a collaborative effort found in Darnton (2003).
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fig.4: Images of metal tooth casting process from visit to Phoenix dental laboratory 

Exeter 

 

fig.5: Images of zirconia oxide tooth printing process from visit to Phoenix dental 

laboratory Exeter 

 The sculpture cluster consisted of a silicone leg segment specimen in cross 

section with a hard resin bone insert inside which could be cut and drilled into using a 

Dremel to reveal a pocket with a tooth growing inside. Once the pocket in the leg had 
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been cut open the audience could remove the tooth. They then had to fit the tooth into a 

gap in a half jaw specimen which was made using an inner mould so the teeth could be 

cast in resin and encased in an outer mould so the gums could be cast into a soft silicone 

(fig.folio15). This meant the bone had to be made in two segments so that once drilled 

into, it could be replaced with another one which would have to be covered over with a 

layer of silicone for cutting (fig.folio14). This work took the most time to recover after 

dissection and was made of multiple layers. A cut through slice of the leg showing 

colour variation of strata can be seen in fig.folio16. 

2.2.4. Transparent Cranium 

 The transparent cranium (fig.folio17) sculptures showed the possibilities of 

tissue decolorisation or tissue clearing. This is a technology currently being researched 

which allows the removal of pigmentation in tissues, causing them to become 

transparent (Jing et al., 2018). This has been tested particularly in mice specimens in 

order to visualise brain pathways. According to Jing et alÕs article, bone is a successful 

material to make clear (ibid.). 

 Currently this is a process which only works on dead tissue, although it may be 

incredibly helpful if it could work on the living. This could mean that segments of tissue 

could be made clear in order to visualise the body more easily for surgical procedures. 

This would be of particular use during risky procedures in which sensitive areas need to 

be accessed, for example, specific locations of the brain. This sculpture visualises what 

it might be like if part of the skull could be made transparent in order to better locate a 

growth in the brain so as to reduce large cuts made in surgery which can be the cause of 

long recoveries. In this sculpture cluster audience members could remove layers of the 

head to reveal the clear skull beneath (fig.folio18), as though there was a window to the 

brain visible in image fig.folio19 and fig.folio20 where the skull segment with clear 

section is pictured. This process, although perhaps the most distant future of the four, is 

a medical imaginary which could prevent damage in surgery but leave the patient with a 

different kind of scar, a transparent one.  

 In The Anatomy Lesson event, the head consisted of six layers; the epidermis, 

which was silicone with hair inserted into it; a layer of fatty tissue and a muscular layer, 

both in silicone; a resin cranium layer with clear segment; a thin sheath that resembled 
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the meninges; and a segment of brain with a removable tumour. In later exhibitions this 

was exhibited to reveal the segments (fig.folio19) of which four layers were on display. 

Each layer was modelled (fig.folio21), moulded and cast into differing shore hardness of 

silicone painted into the mould with varying pigmentation to get the effect of depth in 

the details of the layers and to include veins and other embellishments. 

2.2.4.1. Subsequent exhibitions Of The Anatomy Lesson 

 In later exhibitions the work has been shown in different formats (fig.folio23, 

fig.folio24), for example, at the Science Gallery LondonÕs exhibition Spare Parts (2019) 

the work was displayed to need less facilitation. The Science Gallery had trained their 

mediators to manage the simplified versions of the various interactions. To avoid high 

risk situations in public settings, subsequent editions beyond the Waag have had no 

sharps involved. Instead the work was developed to be probed with probing tools and 

tweezers. The work as it was exhibited at the Science Gallery also included descriptions 

of how to engage with each cluster using overhead projection onto the sculptures 

themselves. The projections would prompt times that the work could be touched, 

trialled and explored with care. The projections directed audiences to particular 

segments and included animations of specific parts of the sculpture that relate to the 

procedures (fig.folio25, fig.folio26, fig.folio27, fig.folio28). 

 Multiple eyeballs were made for a performance scheduled at the Science 

Gallery Site. In this event members of the crowd would be called upon to dissect a 

bionic eyeball implant sculpture while I directed them. This also included a preamble 

which described the heritage of anatomical theatrical events from which this work 

follows the performative tradition (fig.folio29, fig.folio30). The performances took place 

at a Science Gallery lates event in which multiple performances of dissections occurred 

throughout the evening. 

2.3. ÒTwo and a half reasons why this is interestingÉÓ 
 Part of the event at the Waag included a live discussion mediated by director of 

The Waag Society, Marleen Strekker. On the panel of speakers was myself, my 

supervisor Professor Michael Punt, Professor Patricia Pisters and Mike Thompson of 

Thought Collider (fig.folio31). Each speaker brought various insights from their fields 

in regard to the nature and format of the event at the Waag in relation to their own work 
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and research practices. This discussion culminated in a comment by Punt which 

eventually became the inspiration for the structure of this thesis. Punt concluded our 

discussion by positing that Òthere are two and a half reasons why this is interestingÉ.Ó 

Firstly, that the work makes an intervention in the body, the second is that it makes an 

intervention in design; those interventions or rather insights gained from the making of 

the work at the time were relatively ambiguous. Since being consolidated the 

interventions are outlined in Chapter 3 (Body) and Chapter 4 (Design) of the thesis. The 

ÒhalfÓ is not to say it is a lesser sentiment of the three, but instead that it exists between. 

The conclusion of the discussion was that this work and other work like it, for example, 

that of practicing designer on the panel Mike Thompson, is a location in which to 

discuss where the body and design meet.  

 Similarly to artefacts of medical history, the artefacts of The Anatomy Lesson 

are made as a means of exploring and understanding the body. Both types of artefacts 

represent the body but those of The Anatomy Lesson represent the body of the future. 

The artefacts share ideas about what kind of models might be advantageous for the 

future body, particularly in the face of body models that are becoming increasingly 

susceptible to technologies. The Anatomy Lesson aims to exchange ideas that are 

somewhere between design and anatomy in an attempt to find a model of the body that 

is acceptable, through provoking what might be advantageous to the body as well as 

what may be detrimental. In this way it also proposes another model of design, one that 

is involved in the communication of models of the body but also in ascertaining to what 

extent design should be involved in this enterprise. 

 The half way point described by Punt has come to represent a membrane 

which, as a result of the changing body and design, has become more permeable. This is 

also due to an increasing interest in both the nature of the study of the body as well as 

the study of design. This new permeability allows greater exploration, furthering the 

exchange between them. The Anatomy Lesson is evidence of the zeitgeist of thinking 

that currently exists around this half way exchange. Similarities can be seen here with 

Punt and PepperellÕs (2000) Postdigital Membrane, although in reference specifically to 

the digital revolution, the metaphor of the membrane is applicable also to the biotech 

revolution. The membrane is not a separator between the topics of the body and design 

but connects them, facilitating the flow between them. The strategies discussed in 
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Chapter 5 (Body - Design) of this thesis may be considered as ways for design to 

promote the flow at the site of the membrane.  

 As well as setting up the argument for the thesis, the research for The Anatomy 

Lesson has helped determine the differences between the artefacts described in the 

opening of the introduction found in research institutions, and the types of speculative 

design artefacts created for this event. Through interaction with the artefacts of 

medicine, knowledge has developed regarding all aspects of biomedical and healthcare 

sciences. For example, how to remove tumours, how to attach a titanium hip or how to 

recognise lung damage, to name a few. This applicable expertise, although invaluable in 

support to medical education, are oddly founded as a result of a simulated and 

speculative reality; that being in the simulacrum of the living human form, originally 

learnt through the systems and processes involved in the physical act of dissection. 

Although these models still lack the motion, consistency, behaviour, moisture and smell 

of a living human, researchers seem to be able to gain significant knowledge for clinical 

use as they can still offer a simulation of how people could or should act towards the 

real thing. These artefacts are created to distil elements of the body using designed 

processes. The resulting models are not themselves physical artefacts but a 

comprehension of the body that is supported by the artefacts. Artefacts therefore help to 

build models. 

 The artefacts have differing purposes. The types of artefacts found at research 

institutions such as the silicone and resin teeth at Peninsula dental labs and the 

plastinated face at Erasmus MC are usually things for telling. They inform and share 

information about what the nature of the body is. They become things for thinking when 

they are used in a way that recognises that the membrane between the designed artefacts 

and the body is a constructed exchange. This informs and shares information about how 

the nature of the body is. The speculative design objects intentionally highlight the 

constructed membrane to continually question and reconfigure it as a way to be sure the 

membrane remains useful (Punt and Pepperell, 2000). Informing and sharing 

information about what and how the nature of the body could be. 
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2.3.1. Case study conclusion 

 This case study outlines the exhibited elements and inspiration for The 

Anatomy Lesson as it was exhibited at The Waag Society in 2016. This case study has 

outlined four sculpture clusters: a bionic eye implant, teratoma tooth transplant, 

nanoparticle filter and transparent cranium. The focus areas for these sculptures were 

informed by interests and concerns of researchers from varying fields of science during 

one-on-one conversations. Each sculpture cluster represents future pathological 

specimens revealing post bio-tech-body parts that have been somewhat modified to 

simulate the procedures of future healthcare. During a live discussion at this event it 

became clear that the types of subjects The Anatomy Lesson is concerned with are 

shared amongst many contemporary designers. That predominantly being how models 

of the body might change if the body is increasingly considered a material of design. 

The discussion also identified areas in which this work and that of others involved in 

similar topics may be able to make meaningful interventions, that being in models of the 

body and models of design. Finally, that the artefacts of The Anatomy Lesson are 

speculative design artefacts concerned with the exchange between the body and design 

at the site where they meet, and that artefacts such as these may be able to help 

articulate how the body and design should exchange through the sharing of possible 

models. 
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3. BODY 

3.1. Shifting Forms of Body 
 This chapter of the thesis will take a closer look at the fundamental questions 

The Anatomy Lesson raised in relation to the body as a dynamic entity subject to 

cultural and technological change. This will follow a trajectory of how models of the 

body have been designed in relation to the systems and ephemera used to comprehend 

the body. Following a technoscientific move from the anatomical body towards the bio-

tech-body through three shifts: creating, establishing and advancing models. The first 

shift being the creation of an enduring model of the body as a datum by Andreas 

Vesalius (1543). This section will consider the work of Vesalius as a design process, 

with the goal of creating a design outcome with clarity and focus. The second shift 

established the body datum model, particularly at the Waag, the location of The 

Anatomy Lesson chronicled in the case study. This was a shift in imagery of the datum 

to reveal skill and prowess of techniques through image making. The third shift will 

describe how the development of tools proliferated and cemented this model of the body 

as a datum. The lineage of tools follow a scheme to know the body that is informed by 

incremental changes to systems of past practice. In this case building iteratively on the 

techniques involved in cutting. Once the apogee of cutting is reached, the body model 

advances and new practices lead to new modes of discourse, particularly the use of 

biotechnology.  

 This narrative following the formula of the datum reveals an increasing 

detachment between the models of the body and the human body that they represent. 26

The nascent body model, which is technoscientific due to the increasing introduction of 

biotechnologies into its modelling, may narrow the gap through its provisional, 

intangible and speculative qualities. These qualities have allured a flurry of designers to 

 Particularly informed by ThompsonÕs thesis (2008) which argues for industrial designers to consider 26

the human as a hybrid technological species rather than technology as separated and alienated from the 
body. Thompson also discusses the static references of design that have caused friction between the body 
and design. With an intent to find ways for industrial designers to talk about the changing view of the 
body.
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engage with it, showing that it is progressively accessible to design in this format. 

Following the trajectory from the datum towards a dynamic model of the body shows 

the long and shifting relationship between design and the body. This is in order to 

demonstrate that contemporary designers (including myself) engaging with the body are 

not in fact trying to redesign the human body as it functions in life, but instead are 

trying to design and shape models of the body which in turn have impact on how the 

living human body is understood and dealt with. 

 The desire to make this argument is on the basis that I have often failed to 

articulate why my work does not necessarily propose transhumanist values, but is 27

instead. a provocateur of them. As I found through the research for The Anatomy 

Lesson, models of the body historically tell stories about what the body is and how its 

materials should be engaged with, and designers like myself are continuing this tradition 

with differing techniques and focus. The work is not an attempt at creating models in 

order to make the claims of science, or implement technological change, instead it is an 

exploration of the claims of technology. I hope that this chapter may make the 

differentiation more coherent between designers creating propositions for new bodies 

and those making provocations on new models of the body, of which I would consider 

my work to fall in the latter category. 

3.1.1. A subject for design 

 Design is primarily at a human scale, in that it is usually by humans and human 

bodies for humans and human bodies. Design is predominately anthropocentric. 

According to Dreyfuss (2003, p.41) designs are Òridden in, sat upon, looked at, talked 

into, activated, operated, or in some way used by people individually or en masse.Ó The 

human body has long been a fundamental reference for design to acquire the knowledge 

that allows designs to engage with bodies. One example of many being the hand as the 

earliest calculating machine and therefore perhaps even the basis for the structure of 

mathematics and time (Ifrah, 2000). Current day design artefacts and systems use 

references from the human body developed in study such as ergonomics and human 

 Transhumanism Òholds that current human nature is improvable through the use of applied science and 27

other rational methods, which may make it possible to increase human health-span, extend our intellectual 
and physical capacities, and give us increased control over our own mental states and moodsÓ (Bostrom, 
2011, p.55).
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factors , to Òleverage fundamental knowledge of human capabilities and limitationsÓ 28

and therefore Òyield design principlesÓ (Sage Journals, n.d.). Anthropometrics is a 29

study of the body that makes references for design inextricably clear. Anthropometrics 30

deal with dimensions of the physical characteristics of human beings, and are the 

standardised blueprints for body referencing for products such as vehicles, office 

furniture etc. 

 Why is the body a suitable subject for design in these formats? According to 

Victor Papanek Òdesign is the conscious and intuitive effort to impose meaningful 

orderÓ (Papanek, 1984, p.4). For Papanek, design involves making sense of the 31

complex and the messy. For a designer to make sense of the complex and messy body 

they must acquire knowledge of it. ÒTo produce a design presupposes instrumental 

knowledge of the nature of both material and formÓ (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012, 

p.175). Ergonomics, human factors and anthropometrics are models for designers made 

to structure the materials and forms of the body. The body when understood in these 

forms provide guides and fixed standardised measures and functions, situating the body 

as a datum from which designers can make things according to its rules. Design takes 

from these references usually in a one directional exchange. In this case the body is a 

subject for design, it is an objectified baseline from which reference is drawn. Stephen 32

Thompson (2008) writes that for industrial design these references have long been 

considered ÒresolvedÓ. A static soma has been a fruitful resource when designing 

 Ergonomics and Human Factors consider bodies in relation to their working environment, (Fernandez, 28

1995) taking into account psychological and physiological factors that might inform how to effectively 
design systems and products for human use. This is not only in relation to product design, in graphic 
design typography has to be visible to the human eyeball and in architecture the body must move 
throughout a space, and all must be comprehensible to the human brain. 

 This is the about section description for the Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.29

 Anthropometrics is the general study of measuring bodies to understand levels of variation. Here I 30

mainly refer to anthropometrics in relation to anthropometric charts which are descriptors of averages but 
also show levels of suitable variation.

 Often the word design is used as a noun to describe an outcome, an artefact or a final piece of work. In 31

this thesis design will predominantly be considered a verb, an occurring and ongoing process.

 For Daston and Galison (2007) scientific images and atlases that will be outlined below in the case of 32

Fabrica prescribe how things should be known. The atlas is a guide for practitioners to know Òwhat is 
worth looking at, how it looks, and, perhaps most important of all, how it should be looked atÓ (Daston 
and Galison, 2007, p.23). Design draws from the these atlases to know the body objectively, so takes 
more traditionally from averages rather than individuals.
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products and services that will come into contact with the human body. A utilitarian 33

approach to the body as a datum means products and systems can fit into the lives of 

many. The body as a datum therefore supported the industrialisation of design, as Òthe 

concern of the industrial designer is with the mass publicÓ (Dreyfuss, 2003, p.48) 34

products could therefore be made with highest likelihood of accommodating a 

multiplicity of users. The body as a datum gives designers freedom to not have to 

consider outliers. Meaning designers have freedom to shift their focus elsewhere. 

While everything else may appear to be fluid, designers imagine that they can at least rely upon 

this model of the human as a fixed material entity. (Thompson, 2008, p.37) 

Design may traverse the references from this datum freely without concern of the 

complex and messy when the references themselves are fixed. 

 

Þg.6: Posters, The Measure of Man (Male and Female), Joe and Josephine, Henry 

Dreyfuss (1969) (first published 1959). Cooper Hewitt https://

collection.cooperhewitt.org/objects/51497617/ 

 Consider for example the cup made to fit the average hand or a tea bag containing enough tea to suit 33

the human taste buds. Although not for all, as the datum inherently ignores anomalous nodes and 
variations. Consider the use of an average cup for double upper limb amputees. 

 Although it is clear Dreyfuss had a limited vision of the body, as his references for models were based 34

on the averaging of small groups.
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3.1.2. A subject of design 

 The body is also subjugated by design, in that design is also responsible for 

ÒresolvingÓ the body (Thompson, 2008) by shaping and communicating it. To continue 

the example, anthropometrics do not only shape things in association with the body, 

they are themselves designs of new models of the body. The creation of the body as a 

datum through these models means that it is the informant to which all designs for 

bodies and all bodies should adhere. Anthropometrics are therefore used to create 

optimal products in relation to the body as well as the design of optimal bodies. For 

example, use of the Joe and Josephine figures have been standardised references to 35

create designs for ÔnormalÕ bodies and the cephalometric dental measurements 36 37

recognise pathological traits to make the body Ônormal.Õ Measurements such as these 

could mean the difference between a comfortable or uncomfortable seat, and the face 

being pathologically deviant enough to require surgery or not. Individual bodies are 38

therefore not the baseline or datum but designed and constructed models of the body 

are. 

 The models define how the body should be understood and dealt with. The 

body is filtered through these models to be understood; in the case of anthropometrics 

the body is filtered through measurements. The way the human body is dealt with as a 

result of these models is described by Mol (2002) as Òenactment.Ó Mol (2002) argues 

that the body is Òan intricately coordinated crowdÓ (ibid. p.viii), it is enacted in many 

ways through the different means it is approached and in different circumstances. The 

body, although often considered one entity, is actually multiple through the different 

 Thompson (2008, p.267) writes ÒJoe and Josephine represent a model of how a potential uncertain 35

entity, such as the human body, can be made to fit into a defined systemÉJoe and Josephine fix a 
normative model of humanity in the minds of designers.Ó

 Dreyfuss (2003, p.48) believed Joe and Josephine were more than anatomical averages, they showed 36

extremity of range. ÒMerely assembling average measurements from anatomical drawings would not have 
been difficult. HoweverÉ we must consider the variations from small to large in men and women. After 
all, people come in assorted rather than average sizes.Ó ÒJoe and Josephine have numerous allergies, 
inhibitions, and obsessions. They react strongly to touch that is uncomfortable or unnatural; they are 
disturbed by glaring or insufficient light and by offensive coloring; they are sensitive to noise, and they 
shrink from a disagreeable odorÓ (Dreyfuss, 2003, p.49). Although these models may show a larger range 
they are still incredibly reductive, particularly in their defined use which in the case of the book is limited 
to specific groups limiting roles of sexes and lack of diversity.

 These measures are used as a tool for surgical planning (Tenti, 1981). The cephalometric dental 37

measurements can be referred to in order to check suitable distances of teeth, angles of their placement 
and relation to the jaw and other aspects of the face.

 Proportion indices are also an indication of facial attractiveness, and used often in aesthetic surgery to 38

achieve a more normative attractive face (Edler et al., 2006).
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means in which it is engaged with. The many models used to communicate it are 

authorities driving this engagement. This is because the model is created to be an 

epistemological baseline to convey knowledge about human bodies. As learnt through 

the research for The Anatomy Lesson, models can inform and share information about 

what the nature of the body is. Hence the use of metaphors associated with making or 

production, the datum of the body is ÒconstructedÓ (Mol, 2002). It is a systematisation, 

organisation and communication of parts. In referring back to PapanekÕs description one 

might say it is designed. The following text in this chapter will consider the models of 

the body as designs.  

 Thompson (2008) describes the friction that occurs when design uses models 

of the body that are Òresolved,Ó as designed things do not end abruptly. When a design 

enters the world it has an ongoing effect as its relevance and use changes over time. 

Designs for and of the body also have the propensity to shape the human body over 

time. For example, approximately two hundred and fifty years ago the rise of cutlery in 

Europe had a lasting effect on the shape of the modern jaw. The fork has particularly 

influenced the topography of the bite and distribution of teeth, as condensed into this 

poem by anthropologist C. Loring Brace (1986, p.696), 39

Dentists still put up a fight, Against the thought that it might,  
Just be everyday use, That served to produce,  
The norm of the edge-to-edge bite.  
But the source of our dentists' confusion, Is just a Platonic illusion;  
Knives and forks are the cause,  
Of the shape of our jaws, 
In their post-industrial occlusion.  

The prevalence of the modern overbite is a feature revealing that entities such as culture 

and the body Òcontribute, in complex ways, to each otherÕs constitutionÓ (Michael, 

2002, p.2). The teeth change to accommodate the fork, just as the fork accommodates 

the teeth . The construct of the body datum initially used to influence the design of the 40

fork has now reshaped the body, meaning that the construct of the body datum should 41

be redesigned, which means the fork should be redesigned to accommodate the new 

 Brace is a biological anthropologist who writes particularly about Darwinism, in this case in relation to 39

how objects and food have impacted the shape of the face, jaw and teeth.

 Many other examples of this exchange exists, such as how cars have altered speed perception and 40

central heating has altered temperature norms. Hodder (2012) outlines examples such as tools being 
responsible for the changing shape of the hands and how language has affected brain development.

 It would be a-miss here to not mention the multiple masses of influence on trajectories of bodily 41

characteristic change, for example evolution (seen in BraceÕs argument, 1986), but these changes are also 
imposed by environment much of which is designed.
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datum, ad infinitum. This results in a long form leap frog effect where design 

consistently has to change to accommodate the shifting forms of the body and things 

that surround it . This is one way to keep the design discipline relevant, in that the 42

datum of the body is one of planned obsolescence that ever needs updating. In this long 

back and forth between the body and design, a need for a model of the body emerges; 

one that is dynamic and inclusive of change as opposed to a static datum. 

 The designs for body models and their relationship to the human body as it 

exists in life changes as a multiplicity of technologies are created to enact them. 

Looking back over this relationship it becomes easier to see the occurring shifts that 

have allowed designs for models of the body and the body in life to remain in a relevant 

dialogue or exchange. Below is a review of the momentous shifts in designing the 

models of the body which have led from it being considered a datum towards it being 

considered a dynamic entity that is more provisional, intangible and speculative than 

before. 

3.2. The Body as a Datum 
 In the mid sixteenth century a notable paradigm shift occurred which left a 

permanent mark on the construct of the human body. Situating the study of anatomy as 

the primary authority on the comprehension of the human body and its parts in ways 

that are still prevalent today. This was solidified in a pivotal publication De Humani 

Corporis Fabrica Libri Septum by Andreas Vesalius (Fabrica) in 1543. VesaliusÕ work 43

and research caused Òwith startling suddenness the beginning of modern observational 

science and researchÓ (Vesalius, Saunders and O'Malley, 1982, p.9). As Fabrica 

developed a rhetoric around the communication of the body still deeply embossed in the 

discipline of contemporary anatomy, Òsome of his arguments could well grace a modern 

research grant proposalÓ (Magner, 2002, p.75). Vesalius was a pioneer who shifted the 

study of anatomy Òback from stagnant scholasticism to vibrant observational 

scienceÓ (Lanska, 2015). Prior to Vesalius, Aelius Galenus (Galen) was the basis of 

 For example average height has changed throughout the years therefore averages such as standard bed 42

sizes and clothing also have to change.

 Which translates to On the fabric of the Human Body in seven books (Magner, 2002).43
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knowledge on the body visible in European medieval pedagogy (Carlino, 1999). It is 44

clear in VesaliusÕ work his attempt to escape the previous models of the body. Fabrica 

articulated disillusionment with GalenÕs insights and techniques and offered a proposal 

for a new methodology in anatomical study. The updates suggested were met with 

distain from philosophers and physicians who had followed Galenic dogmas Òvirtually 

without questionÓ (Magner, 2002, p.74). Regardless of the tempestuous reception, the 

Vesalian reform of anatomy offered contributions to the study of the body that 

corroborated significant and enduring characteristics of modern anatomy, principally the 

design of the body as a datum.  

 Fabrica proposed a design for a model of the body, a body which was 

Òmeaningfully orderedÓ (as Papanek wrote of design above, 1984). Retrospectively, the 

Vesalian reformation of anatomy revealed decisions for communicating the new model 

which mirror principles of an orthodox design process.  

The process of design; the process of inventing physical things which display new physical order, 

organisation, form, in response to function. (Alexander, 1964, p.1) 

For both Papanek (1984) and Alexander (1964) design involves responding to things in 

the world in a way that makes them in some way comprehensible through structuring 

them. According to Cross (1993) there has been a history of attempts to capture or 

model design methods that may describe how design is done, although many 

systematise it in a way that is not universally applicable. The most relevant map of 

design methods to this argument is The Process of Design Squiggle (fig.7) by Damien 

Newman (n.d.). The final result of the squiggle reveals the intent of most design 

outcomes, to have Òclarity and focusÓ (ibid.). This three step process described in the 

annotation of the Design Squiggle is mirrored clearly in the intentions of Fabrica. 

(3.2.1.) A new physical order began to be shaped in research and synthesis, (3.2.2.) a 

new organisation was imparted through concept and prototyping and (3.2.3.) the new 

form of the body model shared the designerÕs dream for clarity and focus of a design 

outcome. Below is an outline of these three Vesalian interventions in anatomy which 

mirror the design process depicted in NewmanÕs map. The Vesalian design process 

formulated the characteristics of modern anatomy and created an anatomical model of 

the body, through which the datum was predicated. 

 Carlino writes on the history of pedagogy of anatomy in Books of the Body: Anatomical ritual and 44

renaissance learning (1999).
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fig.7: The Process of Design Squiggle by Damien Newman, thedesignsquiggle.com 

(Newman, n.d.) 

3.2.1. New physical order  

 Fabrica was a proposal for a new physical order of the body, achieved 

predominantly through a radical change in imagery. Tools of the anatomist and the artist 

were used to explore the body, mainly for the purposes of delineating it into parts. Prior 

to Vesalius there were few books that contained imagery of anatomistÕs observational 

work as visually convincing as Fabrica (Kusukawa, 2012). The books written by Galen 

for example contain few images that represent direct empirical evidence of his findings. 

Due to the religious beliefs of the Galenic era both dissection of human beings and 

vivisection were unlawful acts (ibid). Much of GalenÕs imagery used model organisms, 

transposing animal morphology onto the figure of a human. GalenÕs engagement with 

human remains was through happening upon them, as the material of the human body 

was sacred and for Galen its fragmentation was morally questionable. Fig.8 shows an 

image of Galen happening upon a skeleton and observing it for his research. 
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fig.8: Galen finding skeleton. Wellcome Collection. Attribution 4.0 International 

(CC BY 4.0) 

 Fabrica on the other hand created a colloquy between text and image, the 

image being the Òraison dÕ•treÓ of this first distinctly anatomical atlas (Daston and 

Galison, 2007, p.22). According to Kusukawa (2012), Vesalius, among other 

renaissance Ônatural historians,Õ introduced the compelling Òvisual argumentÓ (ibid.) at a 

time when the techne of the image and its effects had yet to be fully understood. The 

physical order of the body was argued and defined by content of the image, stylistic 

choices and technical rendering.  
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 OÕMalley (1964) describes pre-Vesalian anatomical imagery, such as those 

representing GalenÕs work as ÒtransitionalÓ (OÕMalley, 1964). As though Vesalian 

anatomical imagery and beyond has found a more distinct voice as a genre of image 

making. There are stylistic similarities observable in Fabrica and the anatomical atlasÕ 

published thereafter. Influences seen in illustrative style, angle of depiction, and 

graphical elements (Sawday, 1995) seen also in other acclaimed anatomical atlas 

collaborative works such as Atlas of Human Anatomy by Jean-Baptiste Marc Bougery, 

artwork by Nicolas Henri Jacob (2008), or GrayÕs anatomy by Henry Gray, artwork by 

Henry Vandyke Carter (1967).  

 

fig.9: Photograph from visit to Reading University to see Fabrica and other 

anatomical texts during meet up On the fabric of the human body 

 One stylistic decision was to locate the body in context. The full figures in 

Fabrica are not represented as lifeless corpses, they contain features and flourishes that 

resemble images of the living body. When the tableau of Muscle Men (Vesalius, 1543), 

is positioned side by side, the increasingly flayed and dismembered figures are situated 
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with ground beneath their feet in a panoramic landscape of the Eugenean hills of Padua 

and Venice, Italy (the location of much of the research). This can be seen when printed 

side by side as seen being held in fig.9. Situating this model of the body as one with 

nature in spite of its perceived secular scientific origins. The figures are in 

choreographed positions; they stand erect in poses that resemble more similarly those 

seen in a life drawing of a living model. In some cases the full figures are holding 45

parts of their own dissected body, as if to involve them in the process of learning 

anatomy. In contrast, the few images of Galen appear stiff and rigid. The Muscles Man 

(Pseudo-Galen, Anathomia; WMS 290) of Galen show a flat representation of the 

human form and many have since been accredited psudo Galen. The figures in 46

Galenic images appear lifeless, perhaps mirroring the context in which this research is 

usually accrued. The cold, hard, lifeless reference of the body in the state of a corpse 

may result in imagery that also feels cold, hard and lifeless. Through the living human 

action of the dismembered body, the reader of Fabrica is encouraged to continually 

create a link between the anatomy of the body and the body as it exists in life. These are 

not representations of the corpse but rather we are seeing beneath the surface of the 

living. 

 Another significant characteristic of the images were that they spoke to artists. 

The book was also being Òissued as manuals for artists and sculptors in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuriesÓ (Kusukawa, 2012, p.206). Many of the 

plates in Fabrica are attributed to Jan Steven van Calcar amongst other members of 

unnamed students of the workshop of Titian, students of the Italian painter Tiziano 

Vecelli (Kusukawa, 2012). This collaborative visual effort was not only a recipe book 

for understanding the body and its composing parts for the scientist and philosopher, but 

it was also prescribing how the body should be observed by the artist. ÒNot only do 

images make the atlas; atlas images make the science.Ó (Daston and Galison, 2007, 

p.22). The consequence of the atlas having such gravitas in controlling ÒhowÓ the 

subject is looked at (ibid.) is that it reinforces the idea of this model of the body as 

 The stances can still be observed in later 18th century wax modeling, according to Monika v. DŸring 45

(2014, p.66) in Encyclopaedia Anatomica, Òthe whole body is felt to be alive Ð an impression which 
results from the representation of the human body in typical poses and gestures and complete refusal to 
depict a dead bodyÓ. DŸring (2014, p.66) in reference to the wax models at Museo La Specola Florence.

 Much pseudo Galenic imagery emerged possibly as images that were made to corroborate his work and 46

ideas but were produced after. Showing at this time imagery was becoming an important portrayer of 
information about the body.
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reference material to understand the body in life, with images becoming depictions of 47

the truths of science. Rifkin (2011) writes that the stylistic choice of the atlas shapes 

how we understand the human body through the lens of anatomy. For example, Òthe 

renaissance liver Ð complete with peripheral lobesÉ Ð is not the bulbous Baroque liver, 

and neither resembles the elongated Neoclassical liverÓ (Rifkin, 2011 p.8). In creating 

an image of the elongated liver, the mental model of the liver becomes elongated. 

 The images of the body were made in order to synthesise it. The highly skilled 

technical woodcuts in Fabrica were intended as empirical testimony in ordering the 

functions of the body. 

Within natural history, drawing became the means through which not only knowledge could be 

discovered and assembled, by the materialisation of signs, but also one in which knowledge could 

be constructed as a reflective process of Ôsee-ingÕ. (Cachao, 2014, p.339)  

The designed model of the body derived from Fabrica was an assemblage, the see-ing 

described by Cachao (2014) was through many eyes. Those of various artists, various 

anatomists, and imaged from various bodies. The model of the body was being 

synthesised to represent bodies. As Vesalius attests ÒI am not accustomed to saying 

anything with certainty after only one or two observationsÓ (translation in OÕMalley, 

1964, p.116). The images depicted were what Daston and Galison (2007) might define 

as Òtruth-to-nature,Ó that being Òthe characteristic, the essential, the universal, the 

typicalÓ (Daston and Galison, 2007, p.20). Its purpose as a book of reference for 

anatomists during dissection, surgeons in procedures and artists in depictions meant that 

the atlas was to be used whilst engaging with bodies, therefore the body ought to be 

ÔseenÕ as how it was visually described in Fabrica. Any noticeable differences would 

dispute the knowledge constructed and challenge the validity of the ideas within. The 

design of the anatomical body therefore should have a physical order that both links the 

depictions most successfully to a living body but also appears most applicable across 

variations to engage in vastly different and multiple enactments. 

 For example even how to depict the body in life drawing by imagining the musculature or ecorchŽ.47
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fig.10: Frontispiece to Fabrica. An anatomical dissection being carried out by 

Andreas Vesalius, attended by a large group of observers. Woodcut, 1543. 

Photograph from visit to Reading University to see Fabrica and other anatomical 

texts during meet up On the fabric of the human body 

3.2.2. New organisation  

 To follow the squiggle graph of Newman, Vesalius had used imagery to 

synthesise the body, the ideas in Fabrica then needed to be prototyped Òto test the 

function and performance of a new designÓ (Marshall and Erlhoff, 2008, p.317). In 

order to prototype VersaliusÕ design ideas for a new model of the body, he introduced 
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methodological approaches through controlled performances. The frontispiece of 

Fabrica (1543) is a woodcut depicting Vesalius teaching in the midst of a bustling 

crowd of onlookers (fig.10).  

 This image arguably is an advertisement for Vesalian teaching methods in 

which he promoted theatrical hands-on dissection becoming incorporated into the 

research, teaching and learning of anatomy. The woodcut envisions the Vesalian 

anatomy lesson, showing how he would teach whilst simultaneously dissecting a human 

corpse. This is representative of what Andrea Carlino (1999) called a ÔshiftÕ from Òthe 

epistemological norm that had constricted anatomy for over a millennium.Ó Carlino 

(1999, p.213) writes about a change in the format of dissection visible in the woodcuts 

of a number of anatomical books. Images of Mondino de Luzzi for example show him 48

sitting behind a pulpit reading anatomy from a book, as a barber surgeon would act out 

the dissection and an ostensor would direct the eye towards the parts of the body and 

book in support of the academic anatomist. The relationship between the anatomist and 

the body was Òno longer ostensive but rather presentative or performativeÓ (Wilson, 

1987, p.69). Vesalius used these public events as an arena to prototype his model of the 

body using an audience.    

 According to Houde and Hill (1997) numerous prototypes can be created to 

test a design idea. They suggest three ways that Òprototypes prototypeÓ (ibid.). First is 

the role prototype, Òto investigate questions of what an artefact could do for a 

userÓ (House and Hill, 1997, p.379). This model of the body promoted Òthe craft of 

direct observation based on human dissectionÓ (Vesalius and Garrison, 2015, p.i). In the 

frontispiece of Fabrica a variety of people are in attendance promoting the interest in 

Versalian ideas across vastly different people. The model of the body, as Vesalius 

designed it, should be of interest to; the religiously inclined, the academic, the 

philosopher, the artist, the pauper and even the dead, all of which are pictured in this 

woodcut. 

 The second is the look and feel prototype Òto explore and demonstrate options 

for the concrete experience of an artefactÓ (Houde and hill, 1997, p.379). Vesalius 

encouraged his students to actively participate in dissections, and for those who had (as 

 Mondino de Luzzi published one of the first books on anatomy based on dissections made directly from 48

a human cadaver. 
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many did) limited access to dissection material his book ÔEpitomeÕ contained figures 

with Ôcut outÕ internal organs that could be removed and reassembled, much like the 

three dimensional anatomical figures that now adorn the rooms of most medical 

education establishments (fig.11). This was to show that the dissection specimens of the 

body both looked like they were imaged and felt like they were described verbally in 

Fabrica and in Vesalian dissection events.       

    

 

fig.11: Oversize anatomical figure in Peninsula Dental School Plymouth University 

 The final is the implementation prototype Òto answer technical questions about 

how a future artefact might actually be made to workÓ (Houde and hill, 1997, p.379). In 

trying to prove the errors of his predecessors, Vesalius (1543) would often dissect a 

human and animal side by side to highlight the differences that had been deduced in the 

human anatomy from the dissection of non-human material. According to Magner 
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(2002) this initiated the study of comparative anatomy, through disproving previous 

practices and affirming his own techniques for future use. For Vesalius (1543) this was 

proof that his proposed model exceeded existing models. 

 The prototyping events were proof of concept for audiences. Vesalius used 

these performances to make clear his valid engagements with the human body enacted 

through hands-on dissections with human cadavers. Prior to Vesalius dissections were 

demonstrations that fit the narrative of ancient texts (Carlino, 1999). Versalian methods 

introduced a change in the purpose of dissection, the dissection and the theatrics 

associated with it became a prototyping event which proved evidence of living anatomy. 

Truth was not solely in the text, but also in what was observed in demonstration. 

Returning to AlexanderÕs (1964) description of a design process, the body is organised 

through reaffirmation that the parts are where Vesalius promises they should be as 

described within the imagery of his publication and theatrics of his performances. 

3.2.3. New form  

 VesaliusÕ work has been described as a ÒreformÓ of anatomical science (Kemp, 

1996). His research and synthesis; concept and prototyping mentioned above left a 

design outcome which reformed the body as we know it today. The design outcome of 

interest is not housed solely in the materialisation of the visualised thought on the pages 

of Fabrica or in the viscera of dissection specimens on the slab. The anatomical body is 

as Thacker (2001) would say enunciated performatively in the Òspace betweenÓ. The 

performance is what negotiates between the anatomical body and body of anatomical 

knowledge (ibid.). For designers form is not always described as the concrete 

production of the artefact, instead it can also be its Òdematerialized conceptual 

siblingÓ (Erlhoff and Marshall, 2008, p.169). According to Erlhoff and Marshall for 

designers ÒForm is shape organized in the service of contentÓ (ibid., p.169). Therefore 

the reform, reimagined through the lens of a design project, was not just altered in the 

radicalisation of the new physical order of the image, or the new organisation of 

methodologies but in defining and permeating the content. In other words it was the 

transition of knowledge about the body that took a new shape. 

 For Vesalius his goal was at the end of NewmanÕs squiggle, to create a model 

of the body that had clarity and focus. Magner (2002, p.74) suggests Vesalius was close 
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to Òdescribing the body as it really is.Ó The model of the body created by Vesalius was a 

successful description but not of the body wholly. The updated form of the body as it 

was designed in Fabrica is a constructed version of a select division of the human body 

which in the case of this model separates it into Òan organised collection of skin, bones, 

blood, organs, nerves, and fluids, made up of various chemicals, all interacting 

togetherÓ (Johnson, 2008, p.669-680). This view is what Johnson describes as the 49

Òbiological bodyÓ which is just one part of the human body. The biological body is the 

living, functioning mass of flesh that functions as a biological organism. For Johnson 

this view is reductive and disregards other elements of the human body; the ecological 

body, the phenomenological body, the social body and the cultural body, which 

amalgamate to form the human body. The design for the body that is created in Fabrica 

is different to those described by Johnson; it is the anatomical body. Unlike the other 

body constructs the anatomical body is a simulacrum of the biological body generated 

through the visual arguments and prototyping events of anatomical study. The 

anatomical body perpetuates a reductive vision of the body as a thing (Johnson, 2008), a 

functioning machine, it is reduced to purposefully redact the other parts of the human 

body which Johnson describes. This is not to say that the anatomical body is an ersatz 50

body, it has been an advantageous description of the human body in many ways. 

Although its borders become stricter. The anatomical body has elements that become 

right and wrong, healthy and pathological. Through its redesign it has eliminated the 

complex and messy, and in doing so can also lose nuance, which when used as a 

reference for design can make designing simple, but implementation problematic. Made 

clear in the figures of Joe and Josephine above that take reference from anatomy, they 

create defined and simplified constraints for design, however, those designs are not 

applicable to everyone. 

3.3. Establishing the Datum 
Ônormal scienceÕ means research firmly based upon one or more past scientific achievements, 

achievements that some particular scientific community acknowledges for a time as supplying the 

foundation for its further practice. (Kuhn, 1970, p.10) 

 Johnson (2008) calls for a non-dualistic and embodied view of constructing meaning as it is mediated 49

through the human body.

 Vesalius for example aimed for less devotion to Òrhetorical polemicsÓ (Vesalius and Garrison, 2014, p.i) 50

in favour of observational science which although additive removed aspects of the study of the body in 
favour of others. Creating a hierarchy of knowledge about the body.
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 Kuhn (1970) describes the setting up of traditions in science through paradigms 

which stick for a time then shift in Òscientific revolutionsÓ (Kuhn, 1970). The 

revolutions involve ideas forming to create a structure, those ideas are then disputed and 

finally new ideas with new structures take their place, creating a loop. The foundation 

for continued research and practice is what Kuhn describes as enforcing a paradigm. 

VesaliusÕ work set up a paradigm in which he facilitated establishment through 

invitations to contribute. In Fabrica, one particular muscle is purposefully not 

represented as, Òit was impossible to show its shape appropriatelyÓ (translated in 

OÕMalley, 1964). It seems the decision to not include this muscle affirms the atlas as the 

manual for correct visual representation of the body. As leaving its appearance abstract 

means that the knowledge surrounding it can also be abstract and not made concrete 

through its imaging. His decision also to include large margins allowed the space for 

others to add notes to his works, these open ends set up opportunities for others to build 

upon and resolve (Vesalius and Garrison, 2014), enforcing the paradigm. 

 For Kuhn the revolutions have Òdrastically restricted visionÓ (Kuhn, 1970, 

p.24) although without the dogmatic belief in them the investigation of nature would not 

exist at such fine detail. The rules enforced during paradigmatic plateaus often remain 

the backbone of the science from which appendage ideas can cling and reinforce. The 

establishment and distribution of the datum of the body made in anatomy has 

consequently set up how the body has been dealt with, leading to worthy insights but 

also significant pitfalls. 

The approach used by normal science to manage complex social and biophysical systems as if they 

were simple scientific exercises has brought us to our present mixture of intellectual triumph and 

socio-ecological peril. (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003, p.1) 

 It is not solely the anatomist that has preserved the primary references of the body as 

anatomical ones. The anatomical body has remained relatively accessible to many other 

professions. To name a few, for example, clinical psychology is concerned with the 

structure of the brain, weightlifting is concerned with structure of musculature and 

makeup artists are concerned with the contours of the face, differing disciplines with 

ideas taken from the datums of the anatomical body. In looking towards other 

professions it is clear that it is not necessarily sustainable to only have one model of the 
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body. For example, in 2015 the average rugby player, an athlete usually considered 51

healthy, would measure obese on Body Mass Index charts. If the anatomical atlas is a 52

reference to which all anatomy is guided, any deviation from this may be considered 

pathological. Those anomalous to the norm are considered faults, regardless of the 

impossibility to fully conform to truth-to-nature. Some determinants inform the 

anatomical body more than others, but the dominant view of health and well-being has 

to be tempered. The escalation of this model in favour of its anatomical roots 53

promotes a hyper-anatomy, as it is critiqued and used it becomes concentrate. 

Reinforcing the paradigm; it becomes the datum, a reference point for all. 

3.3.1. Creating blueprints for the norm 

 The negotiation between the anatomical body and body of anatomical 

knowledge that Thacker (2001) mentions above is forever in motion. The basis of 

anatomical study was, and still is, to understand the material and structure of the body, 

what it is composed of and the relationship between its components. Anatomy deals 54

with the material culture of the body, its form, weight, size, shape and consistency of 

parts. Over time parts have changed and updated, knowledge from previous iterations of 

the anatomical body are not disregarded, they are disputed and new elements are added 

or take their place, but the scaffold of anatomy has remained concrete since its inception 

and wide distribution at the time of Fabrica. 

 For centuries cutting has been the primary method to negotiate the anatomical 

body. In the time of Aristotle, when the reverse engineering of the body first became 

anatomical study, anatomy quite literally meant, I cut up. Post-Vesalian anatomy as an 

observational science has continued to rely on the various crafts of cutting in dissection. 

The tools used for dissection inform the knowledge produced from the dissection itself. 

 Taken from data of the New Zealand team in 2015 (Rhys and Bywater, 2018) heights and weights have 51

drastically changed over time. Average height of 186.5cm and average weight of 104.4kg.

 A chart that distinguishes normalcy of healthy height and weight ratio.52

 Like tempered glass the anatomical body is manipulated for safety; being toughened towards medical 53

uses. Although it is hard to rework into another format.

 Anatomy has a physical component that distinguishes it from physiology, which is the study of how 54

those parts work.
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